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Configuration of process models often involves drawing of process flow diagrams
(PFD) or piping and instrument diagrams (P&ID), which can be considered schematic
illustrations of an underlying process information model. In the process industry, diagrams connected to a process information model are referred to as intelligent diagrams.
By integrating simulation facilities with an intelligent diagramming environment, a
designer is allowed continuous testing of models and faster discovery of design flaws.
Simulation results can also be used to drive intuitive and informative visualisations
of process state. This combination of simulation and diagram visualisation has been
referred to in the industry as behaving diagrams.
In this thesis, a graphics framework and an ontology-based flowsheet diagramming
tool implementation are presented to serve as groundwork for a future implementation of behaving diagrams. Using this tool a case-specific simulation model can be
kept synchronised with a modelled diagram through an ontology mapping mechanism. Ontologies were defined for simulation, 2D graphics, diagrams and ontology
mappings. Everything is modelled in a unified graph data model, which allows highly
versatile association of information. The defined ontologies, implementations and a
simulation case are presented and mirrored against the requirements set for the work.
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Prosessimalleja konfiguroidaan usein piirtämällä virtauskaavioita tai PI-kaavioita, joita voidaan pitää allaolevaa tehdastietomallia kuvaavina kaavamaisina piirroksina.
Kaavioita, jotka on liitetty tehdastietomalliin, kutsutaan prosessiteollisuudessa älykkäiksi kaavioiksi.
Integroimalla simulaatiopalveluita älykkääseen kaavionpiirtoympäristöön voidaan
tarjota suunnittelijalle mahdollisuus mallien jatkuvaan testaukseen ja täten suunnitteluvirheiden nopeampaan havaitsemiseen. Simulaatiotuloksia voidaan myös visualisoida kaavioilla, jolloin mallintaja saa paremman käsityksen prosessin käyttäytymisestä. Kyseisellä tavalla simulaatiota ja visualisointia yhdistävistä kaavioista on käytetty teollisuudessa nimitystä käyttäytyvät kaaviot.
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simuloitava esimerkkiprosessimalli ja peilataan tuloksia määriteltyjä vaatimuksia vasten.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background and Motivation

Generally speaking, an industrial process can be viewed as a kind of activity or a network
of related activities. An activity on the other hand is simply something that occurs. Process modelling is thus the act of designing such a network of activities, be that design a
paper drawing, a CAD drawing or a geometric 3D model. Process models tend to grow
too complex too quickly for a person to intuitively understand how they actually work.
This is where process simulators come into play. They allow us to see how our process
would function under given conditions. The main purpose of process modelling and
simulation is to create more or less complete virtual models and to simulate and validate
their behaviour before actually building the processes in real life.
Processes and modelling as such are enormously broad concepts. Even by examining
modelling and simulation in the industrial plant modelling context there is a very large
selection of disciplines in use. In an industrial plant project modelling gradually proceeds from highly conceptual design to actual implementation design. Each stage of this
modelling process has different goals and each can benefit from simulation.
Different modelling disciplines create different kinds of data, i.e. different models. Take
for example piping and instrument diagram (P&ID) design. P&I diagrams are a schematic
illustration of functional relationship of piping, instrumentation and system equipment
components. The keywords in this definition are “schematic illustration”. Diagrams are,
in essence, only an illustration of the topology and components of the underlying process.
They are a model consisting of graphical symbols and their connections that is separate
from the underlying process information model. Now, it is possible to draw a P&ID with
1
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2

any common image manipulation software. Needless to say, the user experience will not
be very optimized for the task. Even worse, the created schematic image will not contain
any information about the process, its topology nor the involved process components
in computer interpretable form. On the other hand, a software tailored for P&ID design
could manipulate the underlying process information model simultaneously while the
designer creates a P&I diagram. Even better, the diagram model contents could automatically be bound to corresponding elements in the process information model, making
all this information accessible to the P&ID designer. In the process industry, diagrams
bound to process information models are referred to as intelligent diagrams.
From the point of view of a P&ID designer it would be very useful to have simulation
integrated into the used modelling environment. This would allow the designer to incrementally construct and test the process model being created. This way the designer
could very quickly see that the model is broken and is given better chances of rapidly
discovering the culprit. Having such tight data and simulation integration also enables
many useful features in user interfaces. Simulation results can be used to drive different
kinds of visualisations which can provide the user valuable information about the state
of the process faster and more intuitively. This kind of transparency of simulation and
diagram animation has been referred to in the industry as behaving diagrams.
The current reality is that intelligent diagramming features are offered by many commercial grade solutions. Alas, behaving diagrams, i.e. simulation integration is not very
advanced in many domains - in fact its rather non-existent. An extreme example of very
loose data integration is that often P&ID designs are completely recreated for the simulators by copying the design from printouts into the simulation software. In this case the
simulation model is completely disconnected from the original model which amounts to
even more administrative headache if the original design gets updated. Obviously this
feels like a waste of time compared to the utopia of behaving diagrams. With proper data
integration the simulation model could be constructed from the same underlying process
information model that the diagram is bound to in intelligent diagrams.
To realize this integration utopia a highly expressive and versatile information model is
needed. Based on the idea of the Semantic Web ontology-based modelling techniques
seem like the current best bet for the future. Using a versatile, unified, computer interpretable base modelling language provides for complex data integration, more efficient
user interfaces and hopefully more intelligent software.
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1.2

3

Objectives and Scope

This thesis is part of the Semill and Simbiot Research Projects conducted by the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT), Tampere University of Technology and Helsinki
University of Technology.
The Goal of the Semill project is to study the application of semantic web technologies
in plant modelling in order to provide better semantic information for the plant lifecycle
supporting services.
The Simbiot project studies computational and information technological methods for
plant model based multi-scale process simulation. The goal is to define semantic plant
model extensions based on an open source simulation platform that enables the utilisation of process simulation on a new basis.
Design and implementation effort related to this thesis is performed in an ontology-based
environment which is introduced in chapter 4. The primary objectives of this thesis are
to:
• Define a semantic connection between graphical data models and information models. This
also involves the construction of ontologies for the graphical representations.
• Create a framework and a tool for integrated flowsheet diagramming and simulation visualisation on an ontology-based platform. The framework should be generic enough to
be usable for most kinds of diagramming in the process modelling and simulation
domain.
It seems obvious that there is no such thing as a single generic graphical editor that is
optimally suited for all possible workflows in 2D design. Often the main difference is
in the content that is being communicated with a drawing. Layout sketches emphasise
geometry and measures whereas P&ID focuses on process topology. These differences
affect the nature of the tools needed for the job.
In order to create valuable, user-friendly diagramming tools for specific domains, customisation may be needed. Therefore, any graphical editing framework created in this
thesis is kept on a fairly generic level. Instead, the created diagramming tools are customised towards flowsheet-style process modelling because many of the problems related to this work can be expressed with flowsheet drawings.
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Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is divided into 7 chapters.
Chapter 1 is this introduction which provides the motivation, objectives and scope for
this thesis.
Chapter 2 reviews the technologies related to the diagramming domain in the scope of
this thesis. This includes ontologies and ontological data storage and processing, two
dimensional graphics, industrial process design standards and a round-up of existing
software frameworks and tools closely related to this work.
Chapter 3 analyses the different users and their requirements for the diagramming tools
and framework implemented in this work.
Chapter 4 gives a semi-detailed overview of the used software implementation environment.
Chapter 5 focuses on the design and use of the ontologies created for the implementation.
Chapter 6 takes a shallow dive into the actual implementation.
Chapter 7 presents the results and evaluation in general and through a flowsheet diagramming demonstration case.

Chapter 2

Technology Review
2.1

Ontology-Based Modelling

Although the concept of an ontology has quite a long history, ontologies and semantic
ontology-based modelling have become a hot research topics only during recent years.
With the emergence of the idea of the Semantic Web the interest has grown steadily, even
among the industry. Before stepping into the ontology world, the current interoperability
and integration issues deserve a review.

2.1.1

Interoperability and Integration

We live in a highly heterogeneous environment of data and applications. For almost
every application domain there is a variety of software available, most of which use their
own methods and formats for data storage and exchange. Naturally if such applications
of a single domain would like to exchange data, they would need a common protocol for
conversation. If no international or de facto standards are available, it is highly unlikely
that these applications are able to talk to each other.
Interoperability is commonly understood as the ability of distributed system components
to exchange services and data with one another. Semantic interoperability in turn refers
to making this data exchange make sense according to a common understanding of the
data or service requests. [Hei95, OS99]
Semantic integration has also been a much discussed topic among database researches as
noted in a recent survey [DH05]. The terms semantic integration and semantic interoperability are used somewhat interchangeably when talking about enabling data exchange
5
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between applications in a semantic way. The study of semantic integration began already
in the early 1980’s in the form of schema matching and schema integration in the database
research community [BLN86]. Schema integration is about (semi-)automatically finding
the similarities (matches) between a given set of structured data schemas and merging
them into a global schema. Schema integration research has produced different kinds of
rule-based and learning-based methods for doing this [DH05].
Data integration refers to the problem of combining data residing at different sources and
providing the user with a unified view of these data [Len02]. A familiar example of a data
integration application may be found in public libraries that often provide access to literature databases that are combined from multiple sources under a single search engine.
Scientific article search engines on the internet are also applications of data integration.
As described in [HRO06], data integration issues started getting commercial attention in
the late 1990’s and today this application field is known as Enterprise Information Integration (EII). EII generally focuses on the data and making queries on it. A slightly more
mature sector, Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) instead focuses on use of software
and architectural principles to integrate a set of applications for supporting certain workflows in a certain application domain.
All this talk about interoperability and integration applies to the process industry sector
as well. Naturally an organisation can provide itself application integration by forcing
the use of a certain set of proven applications. However, along with the growth of global
internetworking of organisations and companies, interoperability problems are bound to
surface through the use of such vendor-lockdown integration tactics. Financially speaking, NIST interoperability studies [oSN04] conservatively estimate that 15.8 billion dollars were lost in 2002 on poor integration and information exchange problems in the
capital facility industry alone. This is a clear indication that work remains to be done in
the area of interoperability.

2.1.2

Ontologies

Ontology-based modelling is a fundamental building block of this thesis, but what it
actually means is usually unclear to the general public. According to [Flo03] the word
ontology originates from philosophy referring quite pretentiously to “the study of what
might exist”. It is often considered synonymous to metaphysics — a term used by students of Aristotle. In the philosophical sense, ontology is often thought of as an exhaustive classification of all existing entities, which obviously is an enormous task. In the
context of this thesis though, ontologies are being looked at from a more practical onto-
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logical engineering point of view. For this purpose a more recent definition of ontology
by Gruber [Gru93] is more appropriate:
An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualisation.
Gruber defines a conceptualisation as an abstract, simplified view of the world that we wish to
represent for some purpose. An explicit specification could also be called a formal description.
An example of such a formal description could be a file written in a machine-readable
and -understandable encoding. The fundamental idea is that description actually stores
the semantics of the conceptualisation being covered. The definition also emphasizes
practicality by confining to a specific world to represent instead of classifying the whole
universe.
Another, a bit more concrete definition for the word conceptualisation can be extracted
from W3C’s Web Ontology Language (OWL) specification [Wor04c] as describing “the
kinds of entities in the world and how they are related”. The two keywords here are entities
and related. They suggest that the data model used for describing ontologies is graphlike — just identify entities as graph vertices (nodes) and relations as graph edges. Consequently the data model for ontologies is not strictly structured, but rather semistructured
where basically any entity can be associated with another entity by an identifiable relation. [Bun97] overviews the concept of semi-structured data and also states that the data
representation is graph-like and in an example, refers to the model as an edge-labelled
graph. This definition implies that the edges of the graph model are actually the creators
of the formal description, i.e. the ontology.
The above talk about data models lacks a very important aspect — what are ontologies
actually for? In [UG96] three main problem areas are identified that suffer from the lack
of a shared understanding that ontologies could provide:
• Communication between people and organisations with different needs and viewpoints arising from their differing contexts.
• Interoperability between systems is severely hindered by the use of disparate modelling methods, paradigms, languages and software tools. Ontologies could be
used as an inter-lingua to unify the field.
• Systems engineering, in particular, specification, reliability and reusability. Having a
shared understanding can help people of different domains in IT system specification, potentially provide for more reliable software through automated consistency
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checking, and enable better reusability of information and models through reusable
formal encoding.
As [UG96, Roc04] point out, ontologies can actually take many forms depending on their
intended use. Firstly, the formality of the specification can vary between highly-informal,
semi-informal, semi-formal and rigorously-formal, i.e. anything from loose natural language specifications to meticulously defined terms with formal semantics, theorems and
proofs of soundness and completeness. Secondly, the type of the represented knowledge
varies. For example, the following types are identified in bottom-up order:
• a meta-ontology, also called ontology languages, specify the concepts and principles for defining other ontologies. Commonly this includes concepts like class and
property.
• a generic ontology, also known as top or upper ontologies, which try to model general concepts of the surrounding world up to varying degrees without regard to
particular domains or applications. Time, space, and mathematics are all examples
of general concepts.
• a domain ontology embraces a certain domain in a generic fashion, thus aiming for
reusability in that domain.
• an application ontology gathers more or less specialized knowledge for a particular
task. In general these ontologies are not reusable.
Although this is just one possible categorisation, even a very rough one, a similar categorisation has been used by another author also [Gua98].
Whereas the previous section focused on semantic integration in the database world,
[KS03] and [Noy04] review ontology-based approaches for semantic integration. Ontology mapping is advertised as the key technique for integrating data models of different
domains in ontology-based modelling. Many mapping methods have been explored —
some involving logic descriptions, some based on creating mapping ontologies on top
of the mapped ontologies. In principle ontology mapping is about finding similarities
between ontologies and creating mappings for transforming instance data of one ontology to instance data of another ontology, either manually or (semi-)automatically. For
thorough reviews of previously researched methods, see [KS03, KHRS05].
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Designing Ontologies

When ontologies are designed, decisions are made on how to represent things. In [Gru95],
Gruber fittingly states on design evaluation as follows:
To guide and evaluate our designs, we need objective criteria that are founded on the
purpose of the resulting artifact, rather than based on a priori notions of naturalness
or Truth.
Gruber also proposes a preliminary set of design criteria for ontologies with the purpose
of knowledge sharing and interoperation among programs. These principles are only
summarised here as deemed necessary for evaluation purposes — see the original article
for more complete definitions.
Clarity: An ontology should effectively communicate the intended meaning of the defined terms. The definitions should be objective, formally as complete as possible
and documented with natural language.
Coherence: A coherent ontology should sanction inferences that are consistent with both
formal and informal definitions of terms. Inferences contradictory with given axioms make an ontology incoherent.
Extendibility: An ontology should be designed to anticipate the uses of its shared vocabulary. The representation should allow for extension and specialisation of the
ontology monotonically. In other words, one should be able to use the existing
vocabulary to define new terms without having to revision the existing definitions.
Minimal encoding bias: The ontology should be specified without dependence on a
particular encoding. An encoding bias results when representation choices are
made for the convenience of notation or implementation. Encoding bias should
be minimized to maximize the usability of the ontology in different systems.
Minimal ontological commitment: An ontology should make as few claims as possible
about the world being modelled, allowing the parties committed to the ontology
freedom to specialise the ontology as needed.

2.1.4

Ontologies in Practice

In general, ontology modelling is about identifying the relevant entities and their properties (relationships) in the modelled domain. The purpose of this section is to examine
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languages for metadata representation and ontology modelling relevant for this thesis.
The discussion is therefore limited to W3C standards.

Resource Description Framework — RDF
In subsection 2.1.2 ontologies were gathered to be formulatable as semistructured, edgelabelled graph models. This abstraction is very close to one reality. The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [Wor99] by W3C is a Semantic Web standard for representing information about named resources, also known as metadata representation. In other words,
RDF provides a way to make statements about resources, by creating named relationships
between them. These statements are expressed as (s p o) triples, where p (predicate) identifies the relationship between the resources s (subject) and o (object). In the RDF lingo the
predicate is also known as the property of the triple. Therefore one way of reading a triple
is: “s has a property p with the value o”. To make these statements machine processable,
the triple parts need to be made identifiable. RDF uses URI references [ea98] to supply
these identifications. Thus in effect, the RDF data model is an edge-labeled directed graph,
formed out of simple triples. Figure 2.1 shows how this model is generally illustrated.
subject

predicate

object

Figure 2.1: The basic RDF graph data model illustrated.

Representation of primitive data, such as strings and numbers, is done with literals in
RDF. Literals can contain arbitrary primitive values encoded as unicode strings which
are not confined by the URI specification. Literals do not have a separate identifier in
addition to the literal value. Therefore a single literal can only be referred to once in a
single triple, i.e. literals are not shared. As this implies, literal graph nodes never have
outgoing edges and can only occur as the object of RDF statements. Figure 2.2 shows an
example of an actual RDF graph with resources and a literal.
In order to store RDF graph models an encoding is needed. There are several serialization
formats available, such as the XML-based RDF/XML [Wor04b]. Still, as [Her06] states, it
is important to think of RDF models in terms of graphs and mind the serialization only
as “syntactic sugar”. Listing 2.1 shows how the RDF model in Figure 2.2 would look in
RDF/XML.
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http://users.tkk.fi/∼tvlehton/me.png
foaf:img

http://www.example.org#me

rdf:type

foaf:Person

foaf:name

Tuukka Lehtonen
Figure 2.2: An example RDF graph illustrating three statements about a person. Resources are marked with ellipses and literals with rectangles.

Listing 2.1: RDF/XML serialization of Figure 2.2
<?xml v e r s i o n="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
< !DOCTYPE rdf:RDF [
<!ENTITY r d f ’http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#’>
< ! ENTITY f o a f ’http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/’>
]>
<rdf:RDF x m l n s : r d f ="&rdf;" x m l n s : f o a f ="&foaf;" >
< r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n r d f : a b o u t ="http://www.example.org#me">
< r d f : t y p e r d f : r e s o u r c e ="&foaf;Person"/>
<foaf:name>Tuukka Lehtonen</f oa f: nam e>
< f o a f : i m g r d f : r e s o u r c e ="http://users.tkk.fi/~tvlehton/me.png"/>
</ r d f : D e s c r i p t i o n >
</rdf:RDF>

RDF Schema
RDF only provides a model for expressing statements about resources with named properties and values. It does not provide any means to create application-specific vocabularies of types (classes) and properties and therefore is not a solution for semantic interoperability as such. RDF combined with RDF Schema (RDFS) [Wor04a] is a step in the
direction of vocabulary description.
The core vocabulary of RDF and RDFS consist of classes, properties, subclass and subproperty relationships and property domain and range restrictions. Using these primitives, new
class and property hierarchies can be specified and property domain and range can be
defined. Note that these property domain and range definitions are universal for the re-
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stricted property, not in the context of class definitions. See [Tuu06] for a more in-depth
review of these features.

Web Ontology Language — OWL
OWL [Wor04c] has been W3C’s recommended language for ontology definition since
February 2004. It is based on the RDF and is derived from several earlier languages, especially DAML+OIL which was used as a starting point for design. OWL allows for more
complex class description than RDFS, via for example class-specific property restrictions
and property cardinality restrictions. OWL comes in three variants of increasing expressive power: OWL Lite ⊂ OWL DL ⊂ OWL Full. For details, see [Tuu06].

2.1.5

Semantic Data Storage

In most software systems, especially in useful and scalable ones, data persistence (storage) is needed. Semantic modelling tools are no different. As previously established,
one way to express a graph model holding statements about resources is using triples for
describing each statement separately. These triples are infact all it takes to describe data,
metadata and ontologies.
General database systems can be used to store relations of arbitrary arity. A data model
consisting of triples on the other hand only describes binary relations, i.e. relations with
two participants, the subject and the object. This is the simplest possible relational model,
but at the same time it is also highly versatile. The simple binary relation structure
can be used to construct more complex relation structures. Compared to supporting
arbitrary arity relations, sticking with binary relations only simplifies the storage layer.
Implementation-wise, with this simple data model, everything boils down to storing and
indexing a set of triples as efficiently as possible. Such components are often called triple
stores.
As RDF has been a W3C recommendation since 1998, many triple stores have built-in
support for the RDF data model and its semantics. These implementations often call
themselves RDF stores. At the moment both open source and commercial RDF stores exist, which advertise scalability to hundreds of millions of triples or more. [Gea06, Ora05,
Inc07]
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Querying Semantic Models

The purpose of user interfaces is usually to offer a user a view into an underlying data
model. To present that view the user interface needs to access that data model. In systems
backed by relational databases SQL is the standard protocol, or query language for this
purpose. In the semantic graph data model case, a mechanism for querying statement
triples is needed. Generally speaking, the results of these queries are a subset of the
set of triples in the whole model — usually a very small subset. If logical inferencing
is supported, the query results may also contain statements entailing from the existing
statements. For example, RDFS and OWL have a set of entailment rules which can be
used to derive the new knowledge from existing statements.
There are several possible ways of querying the triple model. Since triple stores are
still a fairly new concept compared to relational databases, a de facto query language
standard has not really emerged yet. The strongest contender for the future is W3C’s
SPARQL [Wor06]. Instead of a whole query language, a more simple to implement way
of accessing the graph data is browsing it relation by relation. In the following, these two
query mechanisms are examined in more detail.

Browsing
People are familiar with browsing the internet through web pages. Because of the binary
relational model of triple stores browsing the graph data model though named relationships is actually very similar to web browsing.
To browse the graph, a starting point is needed. This can be any resource in the graph.
Triple stores generally support varying types of queries based on the three triple elements, subject, predicate and object. Generally the way to issue sensible queries is to
constrain a part or parts of the result triples to certain values. The simplest example
would be to query for all triplets which have the subject http://www.example.org#me. The
result would be the set of triples in the current model that have the specified subject and
anything as their predicate and object. To further constrain the query, the predicate could
be fixed to rdf:type. In the example case of Figure 2.2 this would result in a single triple:
(http://www.example.org#me, rdf:type, foaf:Person).
The following enumerates the types of browsing queries that make sense to perform:
• all triples with subject s,
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• all triples with object o (resources, not literals),
• all triples with subject s and predicate p,
• all triples with object o and predicate p,
• all triples with predicate class p.
With the idea of subproperties and their logical entailments we can state that if resource
s has a property p0 which is a subproperty of p, s also has a property p. This logic should
be employed in the browsing queries specifying predicates to make them more useful.

Query Languages
The concept of semi-structured data has spawned research on querying semi-structured
models, such as [ea97]. Previously triple stores have offered their own alternative query
languages, such as iTQL in Kowari or RDQL in Jena. Among others, RDQL has been
used as a basis for the SPARQL specification. Recent triple store implementations have
been mostly focusing on implementing SPARQL, such as Mulgara [Gea06] or AllegroGraph [Inc07].
SPARQL and its predecessors bear high resemblance to SQL. Both use a SELECT clause
to identify the desired query results but differ in the use of WHERE clauses. In SPARQL
the WHERE clauses consist triple patterns (?s ?p ?o) and literal value constraints. Just as
in simple graph browsing methods, these triple patterns can contain variables (e.g. ?s) or
constrained values and the variables can be used in the SELECT clauses for gathering the
results. By chaining variables with multiple triple patterns (e.g. {(?x ?p1 ?y), (?y ?p2 ?z),
. . .}) a single query can traverse through multiple relations in the graph and collect results from there. In a sense, graph query languages simply offer syntactic sugar on top
of a the simple step-by-step browsing API.
For the common developer, standardised query languages offer an easy to use protocol
for versatile data access. Relational databases would probably be far less popular if SQL
did not exist. The same goes for triple stores also.
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Graphical Modelling
2D Graphics

Two-dimensional (2D) graphics is used in the process industry for many purposes, such
as drawing diagrams on different levels of detail. 2D and 3D graphics are often used in
close combination when different design disciplines are integrated.

Vector Graphics
A digital image is usually a regular 2D grid of pixels. Simple raster images do not quite
cover what is interpreted as computer graphics. As Duce et al. describe in [DHH02],
computer graphics is about more than just showing pixels but rather about creating, manipulating, analysing and interacting with pictorial data using computers. Interaction
with raster images is fairly limited, especially for hyperlinking on the web. Still, raster
images are a good representation for photographs and artistic drawings, which are really
created just to be viewed and possibly manipulated without the need interaction. Using
compressed image file formats photographs can generally be stored more efficiently than
by using vector-based representations.
In principle vector graphics is about having a set mathematically defined graphical elements for constructing geometry, such as rectangles, ellipses, polylines, polygons and
smooth curves. Since these elements are mathematically defined, they can be unlimitedly
scaled (zoomed). To make the geometry visual, i.e. to rasterize the geometry representation, a kind of paint is needed. In 2D vector graphics, paint can generally be applied in
two ways, filling and stroking. Filling means applying a specific paint (e.g. a flat color or
gradient) to the interior area of a specific graphical element. Stroking refers to painting
the outline of a graphical element with a specific brush where the brush attributes define
how the outline will look.

Standards
Although there are several vector graphics content production applications on the market
most of them have their own proprietary formats. The following only focuses on open
standards, which are supported by most viable vendors.
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WebCGM

Already in 1987, Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) [Int99] first became an ISO standard
for storing and exchanging graphics. It can handle vector, raster and text data and it has
been used mainly for technical illustration (TI) in aerospace, defense, automotive and
electronics industries among others. Technical illustration is a market of its own which
is not that keen on stylability or other fancy aspects as it is on precise and complete
specification of graphics. CGM is often used as the format of the final output that end
users look at, not for engineering CAD data exchange. CAD drawings are also often used
for creating the initial 2D illustrations. [Aut98].
Some industrial sectors have created their own CGM profiles. Profiles are subsets of the
original specification and their purpose is to improve interoperability within a specific
community. The problem was that these profiles lacked a vendor-neutral and interoperable hyperlinking mechanism. In 1999 the WebCGM profile [Wor01] was first released
to fill this gap. The WebCGM profile adds additional constraints to improve interoperability, defines how hyperlinking works in accordance with current web technologies,
and defines mechanisms for use in HTML. The WebCGM 2.0 specification [Wor07] was
recently released, adding some important feature requirements that were left out of 1.0.
See Figure 2.3 for WebCGM technical illustration examples.

CGMopen/NIST Viewer Test Suite
WebCGM Ed. 1.0
Release 1.0
BIGCGM02
2001-04-04
BIGCGM02.CGM
ClrClass:m
Picture: monochrome
Serial:

1

CGMopen/NIST Viewer Test Suite
WebCGM Ed. 1.0
Release 1.0
BIGCGM01
2001-04-04
BIGCGM01.CGM
ClrClass:m
Serial:
Picture: monochrome

Figure 2.3: Examples of technical illustrations in WebCGM format. (Courtesy of
WebCGM 1.0 Conformance Test Suite)

CGM itself allows for defining multiple encodings but the binary encoding is the most
used one. CGM is optimized for small size since the amount of graphical primitives can
1

Images courtesy of WebCGM 1.0 Conformance Test Suite: http://www.cgmopen.org/resources/
test/index.html. Copyright ©2002, Lofton Henderson. All Rights Reserved.
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easily grow up to tens of thousands.
An important characteristic of WebCGM is its completeness. It explicitly prohibits the
inclusion of any and all private data. This forces both vendors and users to stay with a
a rich but strictly limited set of functionality and features to achieve the common goal of
interoperability.
CGM in general is designed to be self-contained, which means that it does not need
data from outside the single file to produce a proper rasterized result image. Being selfcontained is a requirement from the point of view of versioning and illustration management because in large projects the amount of separate drawings can grow to thousands
or even more. Yet, linking to the outside world from the drawings is allowed, as creation
of links between drawings is of high importance.
Requirements such as reliability, longevity and interoperability are of key value for technical graphics. Drawings need to stand the test of time, otherwise previous work is lost.
For example the Boeing 747 aircraft has been developed and illustrated in the late 60s
and early 70s and those illustrations are still in use today. The amount of illustrations
needed to document such a Boeing (approximately 70000) is also something worth considering. [LW01, HW04]

SVG

SVG was born out of the desire and need for a high quality vector graphics standard on
the web with extensibility in the late 90s. It is an application of XML and oriented for a
different market than WebCGM. While CGM is intended purely for technical illustration,
SVG tries to address graphic design for advertising, clip art, business presentations and
general web use, requiring complex fills, restyling, image clipping and manipulation, reusable components and animation. It is designed to be stylable and to work well across
platforms, output resolutions and color spaces. Good integration with XML and other
W3C specifications is considered one of its key characteristics. SVG was not only an upgrade from raster graphics to vector graphics on the web, but also an attempt to achieve
print-like quality on web pages. The specification was created based on several proposal
submissions to the working group, such PGML [Ado98] and VML [Mic98]. The current
recommended standard is SVG 1.1 [Wor03], 1.2 Tiny is a candidate recommendation and
1.2 Full is a working draft. [DHH02, HW04]
The current standard encoding of SVG is XML. Just as an XML document, an SVG document is made up of a hierarchy of elements. Each element in turn can have named at-
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tributes. At the root of an SVG document is an <svg> element. Figure 2.4 shows an example of an SVG document along with the rendered output. SVG defines an element
<?xml v e r s i o n="1.0" standalone="no" ?>
< !DOCTYPE svg PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD SVG 1.1//EN"

"http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/1.1/DTD/svg11.dtd">
<svg width="12cm" h e i g h t ="4cm" viewBox="0 0 1200 400"
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg" v e r s i o n="1.1">
<desc>Example rect02 − rounded rectangles</desc>
< !−− Show o u t l i n e o f c a n v a s u s i n g ’rect’ e l e m e n t −−>
< r e c t x="1" y="1" width="1198" h e i g h t ="398"
f i l l ="none" s t r o k e ="blue" s t r o k e −width="2"/>
< r e c t x="100" y="100" width="400" h e i g h t ="200" rx="50"
f i l l ="green" />
<g t r a n s f o r m="translate(700 210) rotate(-30)">
< r e c t x="0" y="0" width="400" h e i g h t ="200" rx="50"
f i l l ="none" s t r o k e ="purple" s t r o k e −width="30" />
</g>
</svg>

Figure 2.4: An example of a simple SVG file (top) with the rendered output (bottom).

for each supported graphical primitive, such as <rect>, <circle> and <path>. Primitive
elements cannot have primitive subelements. SVG defines the <g> element for grouping
together related graphical elements. Graphical element re-use is made possible through
the <use> element. Styling can be added with specific attributes on graphical elements or
standard CSS mechanisms. Rendering an SVG document is done by a pre-order traversal of the document tree. Rendering order can thus be controlled by reordering graphical
and grouping elements in the document tree.
SVG content can be animated through modifying animatable attributes of graphical elements which can currently be done in two ways:
• Using SVG’s animation elements, which allow the definition of time-based attribute
value interpolations.
• Using the SVG DOM (Document Object Model) API to directly manipulate the
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structure and content of an SVG Document.
In the context of process modelling and simulation, both animation methods can be considered useful, but for different purposes. Using animation elements is possible only if
there is data available for attribute value interpolation. Consider a case where a simulation run had been completed which produced a series of result values along with an
animated visual presentation of those results. SVG animation elements could be used for
exporting a self-contained version of this animation for stand-alone presentation later
on. Generally speaking, SVG animations are well suited for off-line 2D visualisation purposes in process modelling. Instead, for real-time simulation result or process data visualisation the only option is the DOM API because there simply are no values available
for SVG attribute interpolation.
SVG has been applied both in normal applications and on the web. It allows for example
desktop icons or application graphics to be stored more compactly than corresponding
raster graphics. Some vector graphics editors support SVG as as a storage or graphics
exchange format. SVG has also been applied in web-based mapping applications for
diffent kinds of visualisations of geographic data [Car, uis, CS04]. During the recent
years accelerated graphics has been pushing into the embedded device market. After the
release of the OpenVG standard [Khr], SVG has also gained much interest among mobile
developers for many of the same purposes as on the desktop.
SVG has also been applied for ontology-based visualisation purposes. [ILO06] presents
an approach where SVG is used for visualisation of geographic data in OWL format. The
geographic data is described according to OTN (Ontology of Transportation Networks)
which the authors also developed. They achieved highly flexible and extensible configuration of visualisations through the use of a separate SVG transformation ontology which
describes how to transform OTN into SVG. Configuration of this transformation is only a
matter of changing the used instances transformation ontology concepts. [LK06] outlines
the ontology-based diagramming implementation presented in this thesis.

Image Composition
Porter and Duff first introduced the idea of implementing image composition as a postprocessing operationg in [PD84]. They separate mattes from the 3-channel RGB images
which represent the coverage info of the RGB image, also known as the alpha-channel of
the image. Using these mattes one can take several images and layer them on top of
each other and composite their pixel values according to their original color coverage. A
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useful set of basic composition operations were also introduced.
This approach works in image space, on rasterized pixels and their coverage information
only, which makes the approach nicely uniform. One of the main uses of image space
compositing is finalizing graphics for user viewing, by filtering and combining image
layers.
The current SVG 1.1 standard recommendation has support for composition through
combining filter effects into a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) where source images get
passed through the filters of choice, in the end producing a composited result image.
The SVG 1.2 Tiny candicate recommendation attempts to simplify the definition of compositing through simple composition operation (comp-op) attributes in graphical primitives. [Nor05]
In the context of diagramming and process model diagrams, this kind of composition
could be utilized for visualisation purposes. For example, one could create animated
symbols of process components, e.g. tanks with fill level visualisations by compositing
a simple rectangular shape on top of a more complex base layer representing a tank.
Figure 2.5 illustrates the idea.

Figure 2.5: Image space composition example.

Constructive Geometry
Another way of combining different graphical elements, is to use constructive geometry
techniques. As the name suggests, it is about constructing new geometry by combining existing geometry with different operations, such as unions, intersections and differences. Correspondingly, in 3D this is referred to as Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG).
One implementation for performing these operations in 2D is GPC [Mur] and another in
pure Java is JTS [Inc].
Constructive geometry is highly useful in pretty much any geometric modelling application, from simple 2D layout sketching to 3D modelling. Generally geometric modelling
starts from simple graphical primitives and through several cuts, extrusions, unions and
other operations, the details are added to the geometry.
In practice one could use constructive geometry for composition purposes as described
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in the tank visualisation example in the previous section. By intersecting a complex base
geometry with a layer representing the tank fill level the geometry that visualises the fill
level of the tank can be attained and rendered separately. The main difference between
these approaches is that of whether new geometry is created or not.
The usefulness of constructive geometry techniques in diagramming naturally depends
on the target application. Constructive geometry can be highly useful in floor plans or
measurement drawings, which are more CAD-type applications. On the other hand, it is
less useful in flow diagrams where topology is of the essence, not geometry.

2.2.2

Graphical Editing Frameworks

One of the objectives of this thesis is to create a framework for creating 2D process modelling and simulation result visualisation it is worthwhile taking a look at existing 2D
frameworks.
Since editing (modelling) is a key desired feature, this review also focuses on graphical
editing frameworks instead of just general graphical frameworks. Some of the things desirable from such frameworks may be:
(GFP1) Scene-graph Scene-graphs are generally used for controlling the renderer data,
rendering methods and order of rendering. The concept of a scene-graph is more
familiar in the 3D rendering context.
(GFP2) Efficient painting Despite the immensely powerful graphics cards of today, it is
still beneficial with large graphical models to prune the amount of rendering via
different visibility optimizations, such as spatial subdivision.
(GFP3) Picking Picking is used for determining the set of graphical elements under your
pointing device at a given moment. Picking basically requires checking which
graphical elements either intersect with or contain a given area. Often picking tends
to be integrated into the scene-graph.
(GFP4) UI event handling and dispatching UI event handling and dispatching involves
providing support for a forwarding lower level UI events to graphical elements as
new events.
Other properties that affect the usefulness of a framework in the context of this thesis are:
Implementation Language The focus here is on Java frameworks, since that is the language of the thesis implementation.
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Rendering Quality High quality anti-aliased rendering and support for image space
composition (see subsection 2.2.1) are desirable features for a rendering engine.
Data Model One of the purposes of graphical editing frameworks is to provide means
for representing an underlying data model. Some frameworks are indifferent to the
data model whereas some frameworks enforce the use of their own base model.
Indifference generally leaves the user more implementation burden while enforced
models may be able to do more for the user. On the other hand, enforced models
may prove to be unsuitable for ones purposes.
The MVC architecture (Model-View-Controller) has been widely adopted as a general solution for creating tools for controlling potentially large and complex data sets. The essential purpose of MVC is to bridge the gap between the human user’s mental model
and the digital model that exists in the computer. The ideal MVC solution supports the
user illusion of seeing and manipulating the domain information directly. The structure
is useful if the user needs to see the same model element simultaneously in different
contexts and/or from different viewpoints. Figure 2.6 illustrates this idea. [Ree03]

Figure 2.6: The Model-View-Controller architecture.

Batik
Batik is a Java based toolkit for applications or applets that want to use images in the
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) format for various purposes, such as presentation, generation or manipulation. Batik features quite extensive support for the current SVG 1.1
standard and also some support for SVG 1.2 Full and Tiny drafts but these are subject to
change.
Batik uses Java2D as its rendering engine. Java2D provides a good foundation for highquality rendering and Porter-Duff composition, which Batik currently implements with
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filter effects according to the SVG 1.1 standard.
Batik offers a Swing-based UI component for displaying and interacting with an SVG
document. It can also be used for rasterizing SVG without using UI components.
Batik uses the standard SVG Document Object Model (DOM) as the user interface for
feeding the rendering engine. Internally Batik converts the given DOM into its own
tree of graphics nodes, a GVT tree (Graphics Vector Toolkit), which is more suitable for
rendering and user interaction. The DOM and the GVT model are connected with a
Bridge that listenes to both models and keeps them synchronised with each other. The
DOM is a kind of scene-graph which in co-operation with the GVT tree provides fairly
good support for all features (GFP1)–(GFP4).

Figure 2.7: Updating the SVG DOM in Batik.

An example of how the DOM can be updated by the user and how the updates reflect
to the other components is shown in Figure 2.7. All updates go through the UpdateManager. Its main purpose is to synchronise all DOM modifications. It runs as a separate
thread and synchronously consumes Java Runnables that perform a batch of operations
on the DOM. This circumvents the need for inefficient and complex fine-grained synchronisation in every DOM operation. Each DOM modification produces mutation events
which the bridge listens to. The bridge updates the GVT model according to the received
mutation events. Finally, by listening to GVT changes, the UpdateTracker keeps track of
dirty regions that need updating. The UpdateManager uses this information to update
the user view.
In conclusion, Batik provides a way for presenting and manipulating structured vector
graphics according to the SVG standard and basic support for user interaction and picking for the graphical elements, either with JavaScript or through the SVG DOM. Just as
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described, Batik is a toolkit that provides a basis for presenting and interacting with vector
graphics, not a framework for graphical editing.

Piccolo
Piccolo [Uni] is a toolkit that supports the development of 2D structured graphics programs with the addition of Zoomable User Interfaces, coined ZUIs. It is implemented
both in Java and C#. The idea of ZUI is to provide a framework for customized rendering based on the current “zoom level”, i.e. view scaling.
Piccolo provides its own 2D scene-graph consisting of nodes with rectangular bounds
through which it implements support for properties (GFP1)–(GFP4). Piccolo does not
provide an MVC framework for editing a model — it is model-agnostic and any editing
facilities are left up to the user to build.
The authors of Piccolo regard its design as being monolithic, meaning that extending it is
based on inheritance rather than composition. The approach and the reasons behind it
are described in their article on graphical toolkit design [BGM04].

GEF
The Eclipse Graphical Editing Framework (GEF) [Ecla] is an MVC framework for creating
customized graphical editors in the Eclipse RCP (Rich Client Platform) environment. The
framework is model-agnostic, i.e. it only considers the model as a Java Object and it is
up to the user to actually implement the model. The only requirement is that the model
needs to have a change notification mechanism. This makes GEF a useful candidate for
most editing scenarios. GEF provides Eclipse Workbench integration and an interaction
layer which uses the command design pattern [GHJV95] for applying user interaction to
modify the model. Despite the fact that GEF can be used to create any kind of custom
graphical editor, the basic framework provides support for placing graphical elements on
a canvas and creating connections between them. This editing pattern fits diagramming
applications quite well, such as UML editors.
GEF uses a rendering framework called Draw2D which implements a lightweight graphical toolkit on top of Eclipse’s own SWT (Standard Widget Toolkit) [Eclc]. Draw2D provides a Figure abstraction for representing a hierarchy of nested rectangular areas with
customizable painting and propagating UI events to those figures in the same way as
widget toolkit propagate events to their widgets. Draw2D can be viewed as a kind of
scene-graph which provides support for all properties (GFP1)–(GFP4) listed above.
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Recently successful attempts have been made to replace Draw2D’s SWT backend with
OpenGL [Cro07]. Performance-wise this is most intriguing and it should open up new
possibilities for 2D and 3D integration in GEF-based tools. Although not the most upto-date, probably the most comprehensive documentation of GEF is available as an IBM
Redbook [MDG+ 04].

GMF
The Eclipse Graphical Modelling Framework (GMF) [Eclb] is an extension of GEF and
Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF). It uses GEF and Draw2D for its rendering purposes, but unlike Piccolo and GEF, it is not model-agnostic but is based on the use of
EMF models.
EMF is the basis for all of the modeling tools built on top of the Model Development
Toolkit (MDT) of the Eclipse platform. It’s main contribution is a meta meta model, i.e. a
facility for defining domain-specific meta models which in turn serve as the type system
for models. The meta meta model is called Ecore. Ecore has evolved in parallel with
OMG’s Meta Object Facility (MOF) 1.4 model. It can be considered analogous to a metaontology.
The fundamental idea of GMF is to bridge EMF and GEF to allow graphical editing of
Ecore domain models in a generative, model-driven fashion. The aim is that graphical
editing tools can be constructed by modelling and code generation instead of manual
programming. It also aims for reusability of graphics and tool definitions with different
domain models.
The framework consists of two main components: tooling and runtime. The tooling is the
generative part of the framework which is used by so called “toolsmiths” to model and
generate the initial tools. The generated tools are then further customised by developers.
The work of toolsmiths includes:
• modelling of a graphical definition for specifying the graphical elements used in
graphical modelling
• modelling of a tool definition model for specifying runtime options supported, such
as tool palette configuration and overview support.
• modelling of a mapping definition for binding the graphical definition elements to
the domain model elements.
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• modelling of a generator model for describing exactly how the tool code generation
should be performed.
The runtime part of the framework consists of a set of plug-ins providing reusable components for the graphical editors, a standardised model for describing visual properties
of diagram elements, an infrastructure for bridging EMF and GEF, and other services
extensible via Eclipse extension-points. [Art07]
In summary, GMF allows model-driven creation of graphical editing tools faster and
easier than previously by programming. Reusability of models also contributes to faster
development times. GMF is thus a very attractive alternative when working with EMF
models.

2.3
2.3.1

Process Modelling and Simulation
ISO 10628

The ISO 10628 standard [Int97] provides general rules and guidelines for the development of flow diagrams for process plants. Flow diagrams are used in multiple areas of the
process industry, such as chemical, petrochemical, food, beverages and environmental
industries. The main objective of the standard is to simplify the creation and understanding by domain specialists. Some the of the standard terminology in the process
plant domain is defined in the standard. The most relevant ones are as follows:
Process: Sequence of chemical, physical or biological operations for the conversion, transport or storage of material or energy.
Process step: Part of a process which is predominantly self-sufficient and consists of one
or several unit operations.
Unit Operation: Simplest operation in a process according to the theory of process technology.
Process plant: Facilities and structures necessary for performing a process.
Plant section: Part of a process plant that can, at least occasionally, be operated independently.
Equipment: Single parts of a plant, such as vessels, columns, heat exchangers, pumps,
compressors.
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A flow diagram is defined as a diagram representing the procedure, configuration and
function of a process plant or plant section. The standard makes a distinction between
three different types of flow diagrams depending on the level of detail of their content.
The diagram type also dictates the type of the content the diagrams shall at least contain
and also the additional information they may contain. The types are as follows from least
detailed to most detailed:
Block diagrams: A block diagram depicts a process or process plant using rectangular frames including the relevant descriptions, interconnected by flow lines. The
frames represent any of the above defined terminology and the lines may represent
streams of materials or energy flows.
Process flow diagrams (PFD): A process flow diagram depicts a process or a process
plant using graphical symbols, interconnected by flow lines. The symbols represent equipment and the lines represent flows of mass or energy or energy carriers.
These are also referred to as flowsheets. An example of a PFD can be seen further
ahead in Figure 2.9.
Piping and instrument diagrams (P&ID): The piping and instrument diagram is based
on the process flow diagram. It represents the technical realization of a process using graphical symbols for equipment and piping combined with graphical symbols
for process measurement and control functions.
Since the standard is about drawing diagrams, some rules for the actual drawing are also
laid out. These include for instance flow line thicknesses, flow line spacing, equipment
symbol dimensioning and diagram layout.
All in all, the standard and other drawing-related ISO standards serve as good guidelines
for creating standard-compliant graphical editors for the process engineer and designer.

2.3.2

ISO 10303 AP-221

ISO 10303 Application Protocol 221 [Int05b], commonly referred to as AP221, concerns
the functional and physical aspects of plant items. These aspects of a plant item are
relevant to different activities, but both aspects are described by the same documents,
e.g., P&IDs, data sheets and their electronic equivalents. The development of AP221 is
currently suspended, pending harmonization with ISO 15926.
The principal focus of AP221 is the P&ID and property information about the plant items.
The scope of AP221 includes e.g. plant system and equipment identification, connectiv-
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ity, classification, definition of standard functional and physical classes, properties, materials and project data. [SP06]
AP221 is meant to be used in conjunction with the process plant Reference Data Library
(RDL) which is being standardised as ISO 15926 part 4 [Int05a]. The RDL is a collection
of process plant life-cycle data classes which are common to many process plants, for
example activities, equipment and materials. In other words, the RDL attempts to gather
knowledge about the functionality of process plants scattered around a large number
of international process plant related standards into one place, modelled using a single
data model (meta-model). As this single data model, the RDL uses the core data model
defined in ISO 15926 Part 2 [Int03].
The relevance of AP221 for this thesis lies mainly in carrying across the idea of “intelligent plant data access”, i.e. combining schematic illustrations (diagrams) with the actual
process information models they represent. The standard generally regards all such illustrations as annotations of the information model. It also gives one possible view of what
kind of concepts are needed to represent piping and instrument schematics as a graph
data structure.

2.3.3

Process Simulation

Simulation in general refers to solving a mathematical model of any physical process, regardless of the amount of equations or the method of solution. Another widely accepted
definition for simulation is the solution of a model of a system with a computer.
With these definitions, process simulation can be interpreted as solving a mathematical
model of a process as per the definition of subsection 2.3.1, hereafter refered to as a process
model. Another more pragmatic way of looking at process simulation is to think of it as
an experiment performed with a process model where an experiment is a test conducted
on a process model in order to answer questions about the modelled process. [BG02]
Steady-state Simulation
Steady-state is defined as a mathematical condition where the all properties of a system
are constant with time. Although this condition very rarely happens in real life, steadystate simulation is very popular especially during the early design phases where systems
are simulated on a higher level. Steady-state simulation is often applied for calculating
mass and energy balances in chemical processes. Further applications include what-if
analysis and process optimisation.
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Dynamic simulation
Dynamic simulation describes the time-dependent behaviour of a system. This means
that a simulation run produces a time-dependent data series instead of just producing a
single set of result values. Generally it is not applied as widely as steady-state simulation,
to some extent for the following reasons:
• Implementation of robust solvers for dynamic simulation is naturally harder than
steady-state solver implementation due to the time-depdencies.
• Computational load and engineering complexity tend to be higher. More effort
is required for setting up the model to perform correctly. For example dynamic
solvers may require the user to input dimensioning information for the simulation
to work properly which would not have been needed in corresponding steady-state
simulations.
Yet this popularity issue is not quite as black and white as these reasons suggest. It
is important to keep in mind that process simulation is an experiment — it is always
performed in order to answer questions about a process. It is these questions and purposes that actually determine the needed simulations. Some questions are very high
level where not that much details about the process are needed whereas other questions
seek information about a very specific part of a process, such as the internals of a process
equipment. Either way, questions that get asked the most also require simulation the
most. [Kar07]

Optimisation
Optimisation is the mathematical process of finding such values for a set of independent
variables that minimize a real-valued objective function. The objective function determines the goal of the optimisation, which can be based on for example operating cost or
efficiency. For example optimisation methods can be applied in process plants to tuning
operation either in real-time or with a simulation model when used in conjunction with
steady-state or dynamic simulation.
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Existing Tools

APROS / GRADES
APROS [VTTb] is a large-scale dynamic process simulator developed by VTT and Fortum. Large-scale means that it is intended for simulating complete processes, such as
complete pulp and paper mills or power plants, including gas and liquid flow networks,
process automation and electrical systems.
APROS is the simulator component of the system and only has a console user interface.
APROS simulation models are configured graphically using a flowsheeting UI called
GRADES (see Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8: Apros Grades in action.

GRADES consists of two tools: a symbol editor and a net editor. The symbol editor is
a fairly basic tool for constructing graphical composites (symbols) from graphical primitives and attaching terminals to them. A single simulation component can be given
multiple different symbols. This is useful if the same simulation components are used
for different domains or if the simulation component needs to be presented at different
levels of detail.
The net editor in turn is the UI for simulation model configuration. It is used by drag-
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ging component symbols from a palette onto the net and creating various connections
between the inserted components. A project can also contain multiple nets. In case different nets need to be connected together at some point, GRADES employs a “slave copy”
mechanism for doing this. It means that if a symbol S originally located on net A needs
to be connected to another symbol on net B, the user needs to make a slave copy S 0 of S
onto net B. Although the mechanism itself is fairly intuitive, it has received UI criticism
about not being clear on which is the slave and which is the master [Pal07].
Simulation features are integrated into GRADES in multiple ways. First, the UI has a
run/stop/step toolbar is for controlling simulation execution. Second, in order to actually see the results of the simulation the UI has support for textual monitors and 2D
trends of single simulated values. Monitored values are shown directly on the net, while
trends are shown in separate trend windows.

BALAS
BALAS® [VTTa] is a steady-state simulation package for chemical processes with emphasis on pulp and paper, also developed at VTT over the last 20 years.
The BALAS® environment is made up two separate programs: a graphical process design UI, Flosheet, and the simulator control UI of BALAS®. Both components attach to a
runtime database component which is owned by the simulator UI process. The database
contains all simulation model data, including units and streams along with their names
and parameters, design functions, calculation cases and solver settings. The Database
has a DCOM interface through which external parties, such as Flosheet or Microsoft Excel
can access it.
Providing a mechanism for editing the simulation model properties is provided by the
BALAS® process. The designer UI merely receives the UI events and tells BALAS® to
show properties for a selected entity through the DCOM interface. The contents and
functionality the property dialogue boxes are declaratively defined for each type of unit
and stream in separate files.
In a more recent version, BALAS® successfully employs an existing diagram tool for
graphical process design instead of Flosheet: Microsoft Visio. Just like Flosheet, Visio is
only a used for creating a 2D visualisation along with the topology of the process to
simulate. Process component symbols are provided as Visio stencils. Therefore, unlike
GRADES, the Visio-based solution does not have a separate UI for drawing process component symbols. An example of a Visio-based BALAS® flowsheet model is shown in
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Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: An example of a simulation model created with current Balas tools. It is
very much representative of a process flow diagram (PFD).

On the visualisation front, the Visio interface supports monitoring of the simulation result values directly on the diagram through textual monitors. Another alternative is to
use the ready-made Excel link that comes with BALAS®. The link allows manipulation
of all BALAS® parameter and stream data and running any process from Excel. The advantage with Excel is that its built-in graphing features can be applied for constructing
useful process visualisations and operation UI’s. Another useful feature is the Excellink’s capability to take a series of input parameters for simulation and also produce a
series of results.
All in all, BALAS® is a good example of adept use of existing tools for the construction
of a simulation configuration and analysis environment. However, a more integrated
model configuration UI could provide for a more streamlined user experience and better
capabilities for simulation result visualisation.
It should be noted that in the future the work done in this thesis can serve as groundwork
for a common 2D graphics configuration environment at VTT.
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OpenModelica / MathModelica
Modelica is a declarative programming language specification for modeling and simulation of physical processes, developed by the Modelica Association [Mod, EM97]. OpenModelica aims to be a complete modelling, compilation and simulation environment for
Modelica, released under an open source license [Pro].
Currently a trial version of a graphical editor called MathModelica Lite, developed by
MathCore Engineering AB, is available for this environment [Mat]. The editor provides
for creating Modelica models without actually writing the program code for the model.
This is done by connecting basic graphical components, such as gain, integrator and
derivator from libraries and adjusting their parameters to form those models. These composited graphical models can be parametrised and used hierarchically as a submodel in
another, more complex model. The graphical representation of the models is stored along
with the models as annotations, or typed comments, consisting of simple structured character data. MathModelica comes with a Simulation Center component which can be used
for visual simulation of the constructed models.

SmartPlant P&ID
SmartPlant P&ID [Int] (SPPID) is an intelligent P&ID plant modelling tool developed by
Intergraph Corporation. SPPID is just one of several plant modelling tools of different
disciplines in the SmartPlant product family. It is included in this study only as an example of the current state-of-the-art in industrial P&ID modelling.
SPPID is not a simulation tool in itself, but can be interface with various process analysis
tools, such as AspenTech simulation software. One of the cornerstones of SPPID is that
produced P&IDs always stay integrated with the same underlying plant data model that
other SmartPlant family products integrate with. This means that there is ultimately a
single source of data which all tools illustrate and use to their advantage. Another product called SmartPlant Foundation is built for serving this purpose of a single repository for
all plant data. All the tools in the family are capable of sourcing data from the foundation and possibly integrating new data into it. Despite apparent implementational and
terminological differences, this integration approach of the SmartPlant product family
approach has similarities with what we hope to achieve with the ontology-based approach described in this thesis.
SPPID comes with large sets of standard symbol libraries to streamline design tasks and
facilitate reuse of earlier data and designs. SmartSketch is a 2D sketching tool for de-
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signing new symbols among other purposes. To aid the designer, SmartSketch employs
many kinds of snapping techniques, reminiscent of constraint-based design traits made
familiar by Ivan Sutherland’s SketchPad system already in the 1960s [Sut03].

Chapter 3

Requirement analysis
3.1

User Roles

A high-level user categorisation based on [Kar02] is used in this work. Each are analysed
separately in the following sections. The users are presented in low to high level order
along with related use cases. Only use cases closely related to 2D modelling are analysed
here.

3.1.1

Kernel Developer

Kernel developers are seasoned experts on modeling and simulation and are responsible
for developing the modeling concepts and algorithms. They can be found in universities,
research institutes and research departments of companies. Their use cases are shown in
Figure 3.1.
Generally speaking, kernel developers are the users who do all the groundwork needed
for higher level users to be able to work. They are responsible for creating and maintaining the base conceptualisations, i.e. ontologies for domain information models which
are extended by library developers. In the 2D graphics context they define the ontologies used for graphical illustration of the information models, which allow higher level
developers to create graphical elements as representations of domain model concepts.
In the used ontology-based environment one goal is to keep models of different ontologies as separate as possible, e.g. for better reusability of models. The separation is also
somewhat inherently assisted by the use of a binary relational graph data model. Yet,
something is needed to bind the two models together to describe how they correspond
35
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Figure 3.1: Use cases of Kernel developer.

to each other and furthermore, keep the models in synch with each other. An example
of this case is keeping a domain information model and a graphical illustration in synch.
To address this issue, kernel developers define ontology mappings. Ontology mappings
are described further in subsection 5.1.5.
Kernel developers create or customise existing user interfaces for creating domain models. They also create and customise graphical user interfaces and tools for editing the
graphical illustrations of the information models.

3.1.2

Library Developer

Library developers are domain experts who develop and maintain libraries of modeling
constructs, which can be used to build models. Both domain information and graphics
constructs need to be defined to support graphical modelling. The use cases are shown
in Figure 3.2.
Domain library developers extend the domain ontologies created by kernel developers
and other domain libraries. They define for example new process components for use
in piping design. Companies may also want to define domain concepts for their own
products.
In the flowsheet graphics context, symbol library developers use the graphical illustration ontologies and tools to define symbols. Symbols are considered two-dimensional
graphical representations that may illustrate a domain concept or a part of a domain
model. A single person may take on the tasks of both, domain library and symbol library
developer. This separation simply emphasises that they are most likely not the same
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Figure 3.2: Use cases of library developer.

person.
Visualisation developers add support for visualisation capabilities in symbols to allow
domain model information to be expressed graphically more intuitively for model configurators and model users. For example the fill level of a tank or the rotation speed of
an engine could be depicted by the symbol itself in addition to seeing the values of these
properties. Symbols are generally built for use in a particular domain, which also up to
some degree dictates what kind of visualisations may be useful. The amount of useful
visualisations is somewhat dependent on both the internal and external complexity of
what is represented by the symbol. Again, a single person may be both a symbol library
and visualisation developer, which is very likely indeed.
In order to keep domain models synchronised with graphics models, the ontology mappings defined by kernel developers may require extra information to be defined by library developers. However, this depends on how a particular ontology mapping works.
Domain concept design is most likely to consistute the largest part of all library development. This is because all domain concepts, such as different process components and
different products of companies, need to be defined separately whereas symbols can be
reused for many similar domain concepts. Often it is highly desirable for symbols to
have a standard look to them so that domain experts quickly associate the graphics with
particular concepts. It may also be that some library developers, such as companies, are
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too busy to define symbols for their products, ending up reusing standard symbols. On
the other hand it should be made possible for library developers, such as companies, to
later create fancier and visually more capable symbols specifically for their own products. This implies that library developers need to be able to define multiple symbols for
domain concepts and model configurators need to be able to use them interchangeably.

3.1.3

Model Configurator

Model configurators are engineers who are developing models from the building blocks
and tools created by library developers and kernel developers. Their use cases are shown
in Figure 3.3. In flowsheeting this development focuses on using the symbols and tools
provided by library and kernel developers to build diagrams that may be mapped to
domain models. Model configurators do not define ontologies nor ontology mappings.

Model Configurator

Configure domain
model graphically

Configure monitor
and trend set

Figure 3.3: Use cases of model configurator.

For the created diagrams, model configurators may configure sets of monitors and trends.
Monitors are a mechanism for graphically visualising selected values from the illustrated
information model. Trends are used for graphically viewing the history and development
of specified values.
If possible, model configurators may also want to test their models by simulating them
from time to time. In this way they also act as model users. Especially when working
with research simulators model configurators are often also model users.
There is a large amount of possible individual user groups for 2D drawing tools. These
include for example mechanical designers, piping and instrumentation designers, building designers, district heating network designers and system dynamics modellers. All
of these users need somewhat different tools to be able to configure models intuitively,
although the created graphics models may prove to be highly similar or even generalis-
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able.

3.1.4

Model User

Model users use existing models to acquire information using simulations or other types
of analysis. In some sense they are end-users of everything that has been created and
configured by the previous user groups.
Just as model configurators, model users are also not concerned with ontologies but use
the tools provided for them. Any tools that require programming effort are created by
kernel developers. It is also possible that some tools with simple form-type functionality
could be created simply by means of graphical modelling. In this case they could also be
created by model configurators.
As stated previously, a model configurator may often adopt the role of model user. However, there are also pure model users in the considered fields of 2D design. A common
factor for model users of all domains is that they put already configured models to use
by tuning and analysing them. It may even be that model configurators and model users
use the same tools. On the other hand the user interfaces created for model users may
also be completely customised. One example of a case for customisation are plant operators. Operators may be offered 2D views of e.g. gauges and meters for observing the
state of a process more intuitively than by using a model configurator user interface.

Chapter 4

Implementation Environment
4.1

Simantics

The required implementation environment in this thesis is Simantics which is an open
modelling and simulation environment, being developed by the Semantic Models research team at VTT [oF07]. The user interface parts of Simantics, called ProConf, are built
on top of the Eclipse Rich Client Platform and Java technology. The Eclipse platform and
plug-in architecture provide a solid foundation for building well integrated extensible
applications.
The runtime system of the Eclipse platform allows dynamic loading and unloading of
so called plug-ins, which are really nothing more than a mechanism for grouping, delivering and managing arbitrary content. In the Eclipse environment the content often
consists of Java classes. The runtime also handles plug-in dependencies and Java classloader construction based on these dependencies, effectively limiting each plug-in’s Java
classpath to the paths exported by its dependencies. One of the key components of the
platform is the Extension Registry which allows plug-ins to open themselves up for extension through declaratively defined (XML) extension-points. Extensions are defined
by providing textual information, such as IDs and numbers or names of Java classes that
implement interfaces defined by the extended extension-point. This mechanism allows
contribution of Java interface implementations without imposing compile-time class dependencies between the extension-point and the extension. This is very important for
dynamic extensibility. [ML05]
The idea of the Simantics environment is to serve as a platform of its own for building
integrated and collaborative tools for different kinds of modelling and simulation needs,
40
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such as process modelling or mechanical modelling both in 2D and 3D. The key buildingblock of the Simantics environment is its extensive use of a single unified RDF-like graph
data model. All data in that graph model is based on a proprietary base ontology developed at VTT, called Layer0. This means that ontologies created in this environment are
always based on at least the concepts defined in Layer0, just like in EMF everything is
based on the Ecore meta meta model (see subsection 2.2.2).
The core of ProConf consists of plug-ins for connecting to the data model server and an
Ontology Development Environment (ODE) for defining new ontologies and manipulating existing ones. In order to make any use of the defined ontologies, user interfaces are
needed. This requires the creation one or more Eclipse plug-ins which take advantage
of the Eclipse Workbench UI and its extension-points. Constructing UI code or any other
code based on a set of ontologies leads to having that code depend on the existance of
those ontologies in the data model at runtime. If the required ontologies have not been
imported, the code will not work. Because all ontologies defined with ODE ultimately
depend on Layer0, the data model to which ProConf connects must always contain at
least a supported version of Layer0 or otherwise no UI can function.
Using the Eclipse Workbench UI forces the use of certain UI concepts, most importantly
perspectives, views and editors. Views and editors are both mechanisms for showing UI
components (e.g. trees, lists, text areas) inside the Eclipse Workbench with slightly different characteristics. Perspectives on the other hand can be compared to virtual desktops.
They allow the customisation of the workbench layout for different working disciplines
and workflows. All of these mechanisms are available to the user as extension-points.
For example, the creation of a new view is a matter of defining a view extension for the
org.eclipse.ui.views extension-point in a plug-in. Minimally this requires (1) an ID for the
extension, (2) a name for the extension, and (3) the fully qualified name of a class implementing the interface IViewPart. For more information on these issues, see [Fou07]
or [ML05].

4.2

Layer0

As already introduced in the previous section, Layer0 is the base ontology used in Simantics as the basis of modelling. It has minor similarities with RDFS/OWL but has been
developed with different requirements. It has been often asked throughout the short
history of Layer0 why OWL and RDF were not applied directly. The main reason has
been our desire to rapidly steer its development in a direction more suitable to Simantics
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environment requirements. Uschold and Gruninger suggest the following for ontology
capture in section 5.2.1 of [UG96]:
Initially, do not commit to any meta-ontology. Doing so may constrain thinking and
potentially lead to inadequate or incomplete definitions.
They also state that this principle should only be applied before programming begins.
This is probably true in some cases, but the distinction becomes more blurred along with
modern agile software engineering methodologies such as extreme programming. In
these methodologies designs and implementations evolve iteratively through refactoring, starting from the simplest solutions. Ontologies too need to evolve as it’s very hard
to construct ontologies that cater to all needs, even the unforeseen ones.
In the end, one of the reasons for departing from OWL boils down to the path that has
been taken in Simantics environment for triple storage and graph data access and its suitability for OWL reasoning. Furthermore, the development of Simantics and ProConf has
not yet reached the point of real applicability for reasoning services. Thus no particular
attraction in embracing OWL is seen, regardless of its somewhat standard status in semantic web research. There’s little sense in embracing it just because we can, not because
of real value. Another issue is that OWL is designed for the semantic web and is rooted
tightly to description logics. It emphasises the open world assumption, which implies that
lack of knowledge does not imply falsity where reasoning is concerned. Yet, in the territory of simulation configurations the closed world assumption is more desirable because
we cannot simulate a model only by the information about things it contains, we also
have to know what it does not contain.
The following sections shed light on the basic data model of Layer0 and all the things it
contains.

4.2.1

Data Model

The data model used in the environment can be thought of as a directed graph. In this
graph the nodes have unique identifiers. For each edge an identifier is also assigned.
The identifiers assigned to the edges of the graph have a corresponding node in the
graph. Such a graph data structure can be represented by listing the set of edges between the nodes. In this case a single edge can be represented by a triple of identifiers
(start, edge, end). The nodes of the graph are called resources and represent the entities
described in the model. The edges of the graph represent relations between the resources
thus partially defining their semantics.
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#triple

#relation

Figure 4.1: Triples in the semantic graph

Figure 4.1 models a resource with identifier #graph, which is partially defined by establishing an edge identified by #consistsOf to another resource #triple. The resource
#consistsOf is further defined by connecting it to a resource identified #relation and identifying the edge by resource #instanceOf. The identifiers here are given names only for
simplification purposes. In reality the identifiers for the nodes are used only internally
in the system. The actual textual identification of the resources requires that the graph
of resources is connected to some elements of primitive data. For this a special set of
resources called variables are introduced. For each variable an item of primitive data is
associated. The variable identification provides the type of the primitive data.
#graph

#hasName

#name

#hasVariable

#variable

“graph”

Figure 4.2: Primitive data associated with the graph of resources.

Figure 4.2 shows the assignment of a textual name to the resource #graph. The #graph resource is associated with a #name resource, which is associated with a #variable resource.
For the #variable resource the system stores a primitive text string “graph”.
Building on this model of a graph of resources and associated primitive data some modeling standards need to be established. The standard concepts defined by the system are
collected in the Layer0. Semantics of the Layer0 concepts are documented and reflected
into the environment framework code. Layer0 concepts provide the most basic building
blocks for modeling in the environment.

4.2.2

Part Division

Layer0 is divided into 6 parts. The contents of these parts are listed up to a reasonable
level and Figure 4.3 shows the part dependencies. The parts that build upon the core
concepts can be considered separate ontologies. As Layer0 is still under development,
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only the more clearly defined parts are elaborated on in the following.
Layer 0
Core
Concepts
«uses »

«uses »

Main
Concepts

«uses »

Hierarchies

«uses »

«uses »

Modelling and
Simulation

Extensions

Embedded Java

Figure 4.3: The division of Layer0 into parts and the dependencies between the parts.

Part 1: Core concepts
• Types and Instances

• Primitive Properties

• Restrictions

• Built-in properties

• Relations

• Acquires

• Properties

• Linked Lists

• Enumerations

• Views

Part 1 constitutes the core ontology that can be used to define typing systems (classifications) by three basic mechanisms: instantiation, restrictions and inheritance. Instantiation is used for classification of resources. Inheritance is used for inheriting restrictions
from supertypes. Finally, restrictions are used to describe the allowed outgoing relations,
along with their multiplicities and allowed targets. Restrictions are specified for types
and they should apply for all instances of that type. Restrictions can be used to validate
models: a model is considered valid if and only if restrictions apply for all instances in
the model. These concepts are illustrated in Figure 4.4.
Also the concepts of property and relation are defined which are very fundamental types
to the system and as such carry around implicit semantics about their use — purely by
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instanceOf
inherits
1 Has Name

0..1 Has Range

Type

Relation Type
instanceOf

0..1 Has Domain

inherits

instanceOf
instanceOf

instanceOf
Consist Of
Symbol Type

inherits

* Has Child

instanceOf

Symbol

* Has Connection Point
Proxy

inherits
1 Has Child

Vista Symbol Type

instanceOf

Vista Symbol

inherits
instanceOf
Mixer Symbol

Figure 4.4: An example of defining types with Layer0. Every resource is an instance of
something. Some of these instances are types, which is described by being an instance
of something that is inherited from Type. Instance Of relations classify resources into
classes of other instances, which can be types. Inherits relations are used to acquire restrictions from the inherited instances. Both multi-instantiation and multi-inheritance
are allowed as long as restrictions do not conflict.

specification. An example of defining relation types is shown in Figure 4.5. Primitive and
built-in properties allow the user to construct more complex composite properties out of
primitive ones and linked lists allow ordering of resources. Enumerations are considered
properties with a set of possible values. An example of defining an enumeration is shown
in Figure 4.6. Acquire is a special mechanism for acquiring relations from other resources
through specialised relations, which is basically just a mechanism on top of a primitive
graph access interface. Finally views are used for defining how to traverse the graph
model by triple rules. In the RDF world, Fresnel [BLP05] is an attempt to create a display
vocabulary for defining what to display from the graph by lenses and how to display formats
it with formats. Views also try to answer the question of “what to display”.

Part 3: Hierarchies
• Libraries
• Ontologies
• URIs
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instanceOf

1 Has Name

Type
Consist Of

instanceOf

inherits

inherits

instanceOf

singleInstance
0..1 Has Range
Relation Type

Library Consist Of

0..1 Has Domain

: Library Consist Of

instanceOf
instanceOf

Figure 4.5: An example of defining relation types with Layer0.

instanceOf

1 Has Name

Line Join

Type
instanceOf
inherits
instanceOf

* One Of

Enumeration

oneOf

instanceOf
oneOf instanceOf

Bevel

Round

oneOf

instanceOf

Miter

Figure 4.6: An example of defining enumerations with Layer0.
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Part 3 defines types and relations to be used for creating different kinds of hierarchies
and libraries out of the graph resources.
These hierarchies are often needed for creating hierarchical representations of the things
contained, for example in an ontology.
Part 4: Modelling and Simulation
• Units and quantities
– Expressions
• Experiments
• States
Quantities and their measurement units are vital in all kinds modelling and simulation.
Modellers need to be able to define the quantities and units used in their models and also
be able to discern the same information from other models. They also enable conversions
between different units through expressions.
Experiments and states contain key concepts related to supporting the configuration and
control of collaborative and distributed simulation with multiple clients under a server.

4.3
4.3.1

Client-Server Model
ProCore

The Simantics environment consists of clients and a hierarchy of ProCore servers. The
clients can be, for example, instances of the ProConf user interface or extensions that operate autonomously or by command to produce a meaningful service, either internal
or external to the environment. Together these elements form a client-server model as
shown in Figure 4.7.
Excluding the topmost root server in the hierarchy, each server has a parent server from
which it sources all graph data and allocates resource identifications for its own use.
From the point of view of the parent server, the sourcing servers act as clients. The parent
servers keep track of the data that the clients have requested, i.e. uphold a working set of
each client. Each server creates its own version history, shrinking in granularity when
walking away from the root server. Each server follows the versioning of its parent, i.e.
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ProCore
e .g. Simulation
Engine

Extension

ProCore

ProConf

ProConf

ProCore

ProConf

Figure 4.7: The Simantics environment consists of a hierarchy of ProCore servers and
their clients, such as instances of ProConf or for example simulation engine extensions.

the servers track their parents for committed changes. Here, the server can use client
working set information to infer which clients need to be informed of the changes and
which don’t. The servers are active in dissemination of up-to-date data to all their clients
with an open session, emphasising the system’s role in supporting active collaboration of
multiple users in a distributed environment. General version control systems are almost
always based on a pull communication model whereas this system tries to also apply a
push model to its advantage. Joining and importing data into a server hierarchy after
working outside of it is also possible via an export/import sequence.
Fully distributed peer-to-peer architecture has also been considered but is at the moment
regarded as future research topic.

4.3.2

Transactions

ProCore is essentially a triple store. It is transaction-based and versioned. Each transaction effectively creates a set of changes to the graph model, called a change set. Therefore
versioning in this context roughly means that the history of change sets is recorded as
revisions and data from any given revision can be served at request. A change set consists
of three things: added triples, removed triples and changed variable values.
A session must be opened to a ProCore server in order to communicate with it. Each
client has its own session. All access to the graph data goes through read and write
transactions. There is no support in ProCore for query languages such as SPARQL, but
the graph is read inside transactions through browsing methods, as explained in subsection 2.1.6.
Looking at the ACID-properties (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation and Durability), it can
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be said that ProCore provides all but durability of transactions:
• Atomicity is provided through enforced use of read transactions and exclusive
write transactions.
• Consistency instead is not an implicit property of ProCore but can be implemented
by attaching a validator client to ProCore that monitors all write transactions and
cancels them if, for example, restrictions defined in ontologies are violated.
• Isolation is supported by the transaction model also. Intermediate transaction state
is only visible to clients that specifically request to be included in the progress of a
write transactions, such as validators.
• Durability is not provided because the implementation is not journaled, i.e. transactions are not logged into persistent storage before they are actually performed for
performance priority reasons.
Multiple read transaction are allowed to take place at the same time. Instead, write transactions need exclusive locking. Read transactions are necessary to guarantee that the
model is not changed while a client is performing a batch of read operations on it.
The lifecycle of a read transaction differs from a write transaction in multiple ways. Read
transactions are simply started and completed later, disregarding how the transaction
was completed whereas write transactions must always be either committed or cancelled.
Furthermore, write transactions need not be performed by a single client alone — they
are collaborative events. A write transaction basically works as follows:
1. A client starts a write transaction, an exclusive lock is acquired.
2. The server asks the clients Ci of all open sessions whether they want to participate
in the transaction.
3. If a client Ci chooses not to participate:
(a) If the transaction is canceled, nothing happens.
(b) If the transaction is committed, the client Ci will receive a change set containing the transaction changes to update itself.
4. If a client Ci chooses to participate it will get notifications about transaction changes
and also be given the chance to make its own changes.
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5. The transaction will run until all participants are willing to commit to the changes
or some participant wants to cancel.
6. When the write transaction ends, the exclusive lock is released.

4.3.3

Undo

Generally undo facilities are implemented using certain recurring design patterns. These
patterns include command and memento. The command pattern is employed for describing reversible and irreversible operations that can be used to construct and walk a history of undoable commands. Memento in turn is applied for serialising and deserialising
the internal state of objects without breaking encapsulation [GHJV95], which can prove
useful with objects referenced by commands. This is also the basic approach taken in
Eclipse’s own frameworks.
Despite of this, ProConf attempts to take a different approach. In addition to having a
hierarchy of ProCore servers and ProConf clients, a similar server to ProCore is used for
facilitate undo for the user interface. This server, called UndoCore, is used for performing graph undo/redo for an instance of the ProConf user interface by utilizing its graph
model versioning features. This approach is based on the principle that all user interfaces
in ProConf should be direct illustrations of the current state of the graph model. To implement this, in principle, one only needs to source data from the graph model in addition
to listening and reacting to incoming changes. Hence, UndoCore was introduced.
There are important differences between versioning a graph data model and versioning a
bunch of documents, i.e. files. The main difference is that files are considered inherently
separate entities of data which can only be bound to each other by their content. Generally version control systems need not care about contentual dependencies between files.
Thus the versioning model of plain files is fairly simple. Instead, in the graph model, resources are bound to other resources by relations directly in the data model. Versioning
this model is a bit heavier since making small changes can have highly global effects due
to the semantic implications of the changes. Large changes are naturally more prone to
cause conflicts in collaborative work. This necessitates the ability to resolve conflicting
changes made by different parties.
Contextual undo is an important feature when editing separate files in a single editor.
It would be very irritating for the user to not have separate undo histories for the open
files. One consequence of having a single UndoCore that every part of the UI is using
simultaneously, is that contextual undo becomes considerably harder to implement. For
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this reason, undo in ProConf is currently not contextual. To support contextual undo,
conflict resolution needs to be resolved.

4.4

Plug-ins

Eclipse plug-ins created for the Simantics environment which access and manipulate the
graph data model are always bound to a certain ontology or a set of ontologies. Among
other data those plug-ins bundle code that operates on the graph model solely from the
point of view of the ontologies the code understands. Any such code generally works
properly only with a particular version (or versions) of the ontology that the code was
built on. The key point here is that ontologies and related code need to evolve hand in
hand. Plug-in extensibility is also very much tied to the level of the related ontologies:
the more generic the ontologies are, the more likely it is for both the ontologies and the
related code to be extended elsewhere.

4.5

Simulation

Simulation engines are generally pieces of software whose sole purpose is to take a model
as input and produce some meaningful simulation results as its output. Exactly how this
input/output process works depends on implementations.
As defined in subsection 2.3.3, an experiment is a test conducted on a process model. The
concept of experiments is adopted in ProCore as a management mechanism for running
controlled simulation sequences. Roughly speaking, an experiment consists of a model to
simulate, the state of the simulation model, a number of simulation engines and a sequence
according to which the simulation proceeds. The simulated model used to initialize the
simulation engines is called configuration data, because it is the model created and configured by the modellers. The property values inside the configuration data get modified
during simulation, which is done inside the state used in the experiment. The sequence
determines which simulation engines participate in the simulation and in which order.
In the Simantics environment, simulation engines are to be connected to the environment
as separate clients, so called extensions (not related to Eclipse Extensions and Extensionpoints). Simulation extensions are pieces of software dynamically managed inside an experiment that can access the graph data model. Extensions are ran as separate processes
to make the environment more fault tolerant incase any extension exhibits unexpected
behaviour.
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Simulation engines generally need their own data structures for simulation. Therefore
the graph model offered by ProCore is used only for initialisation. To attach an existing simulator to the platform requires creating an extension that mediates data between
ProCore and the simulator.

4.6

Trending

Webmon is a web service based trending package for the Eclipse RCP developed internally at VTT. It can be used to create extensible 2D and 3D visualisations of data coming
from various extensible sources. For example one can view a 2D trend can of a single
real-valued time-dependent variable f (t), where f could be for example a pressure or
temperature value coming from a real process or a dynamic process simulator. This kind
of trending is highly useful for monitoring a process or a dynamic simulation in a more
intuitive way than just by looking at a set of numbers. Webmon could be utilized in
ProConf for exactly these purposes, especially in process flowsheet diagrams.

Chapter 5

Design
5.1

Ontologies

The next sections describe the domain ontologies developed and used in this thesis,
which are aimed for reusability. They focus on the basics of graphical and structural
modelling. More case-specific application ontologies, defined for testing graphical modelling, ontology mapping and simulation are briefly covered later on in section 7.1.

5.1.1

Vector Graphics Ontology

Vector Graphics ontology is a simplified version of SVG modelled according to Layer0.
Figure 5.1 shows the inheritance hierarchy of the types defined in Vector Graphics ontology. A set of most useful geometric shapes have been lifted from the SVG 1.2 Tiny
candidate recommendation. In principle the general Path shape could be used to define
the basic shapes, i.e. Rectangle, Ellipse, Polygon and Polyline, but these are kept separate
mainly for preserving the implicit semantics of the shape. The shapes defined by the ontology are further generalised as Graphics Nodes which are structurable as scene-graphs,
essentially for defining the rendering order of the Graphics Nodes.
Vector Graphics ontology defines a fairly minimal amount of new relations — most of
them are subordinate property relations. Normal relations are only needed for representing the scene-graphs. The Has Previous Sibling and Has Next Sibling are used to give a
rendering order to sibling nodes whereas Has Child and Has Parent relations provide the
hierarchy. Figure 5.2 shows an example of a Graphics Node hierarchy using the defined
graphics nodes and relations.
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«inherits»
Layer 0:: Type

Graphics Node
«inherits»
Shape
+Has Style [0..1]
+Has Transform [0..1]
«inherits»

Ellipse
+Has Position [1]
+Has X Radius [1]
+Has Y Radius [1]

Group

Rectangle
+Has Position [1]
+Has Size [1]
+Has X Radius [1]
+Has Y Radius [1]

Path
+Has Path Data

Polyline
+Has Position List [1]

[1]

Polygon
+Has Position List [1]

Text Area
+Has Position [1]
+Has Size [1]
+Has Text [1]

Figure 5.1: The type inheritance hierarchy of the Vector Graphics ontology. The UML
generalisation arrows are used to symbolise Inherits relations. Attributes depict restrictions defined in the ontology. For example an ellipse is defined by a position and
two radii for both coordinate axes.

Has Parent

G1 : Group
Has Parent
Has Parent

Has Child

Position : Position = {-2,-2}
Size : Size = {4,6}
X Radius : Double = 0.25
Y Radius : Double = 0.25

Has Child

Has Child

Has Previous Sibling

Has Previous Sibling

R1.2 : Rectangle
Has Next Sibling

G1.1 : Group

T1.3 : Text Area
Has Next Sibling
Has Parent

Has Parent

Has Child

Has Child
E1.1.1 : Ellipse
Center : Position = {-1,0}
X Radius : Double = 0.75
Y Radius : Double = 0.5

Position : Position = {6,-6}
Size : Size = {4,2}
Text : Text = Hi!

Has Previous Sibling
Has Next Sibling

E1.1.2 : Ellipse
Center : Position = {1,0}
X Radius : Double = 0.75
Y Radius : Double = 0.5

Figure 5.2: An example of a Graphics Node instance hierarchy defining a simple
grouping of Ellipses, a Rectangle and a Text Area. UML attributes are used as a short
notation for the corresponding property values in the graph.
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A significantly larger amount of properties are defined for the purposes of representing
shape properties, styling and composition. Each shape needs a set of properties of various types to define its geometry, which are shown in Figure 5.1. Styling of shapes works
according to the description of subsection 2.2.1. A Style property consists of a Stroke property and a Fill property. Stroke defines a paint (i.e. color or gradient), opacity, width, line
join, line cap and a dashing for drawing the the outline of a particular shape. Fill simply
defines a paint, opacity and a fill rule for describing how to fill self-overlapping paths.
Any Shape can have a style property and style is inherited by child Graphics Nodes. One
more commonly used property is the Transform property. It is used to describe the position, scale and rotation of shapes and other graphical elements as shown in Figure 5.3.
Property
«inherits»

«inherits»
«inherits»

Transform
+Has Position [1]
+Has Pivot [1]
+Has Rotation [1]
+Has Scale [1]

Tuple 2
+Has X [1]
+Has Y [1]

Double
«inherits»
«inherits»
«inherits»

«inherits»
«inherits»
«inherits»
Position

Scale
Pivot

X

Rotation
Y

Figure 5.3: The type hierarchy related to the Transform property in the Vector Graphics ontology. All shown elements are types, inherited from Property. Attributes depict
restrictions defined in the ontology. For example “Position [1] ” states that a Transform
property instance must have one Position property.

The purpose the vector graphics ontology has not been to cover the whole SVG specification. Instead, it has been developed with the principle of low hanging fruit in mind, i.e.
only concepts that have been easy, useful or absolutely necessary have been included at
this time.

5.1.2

Structural Modelling Ontology

The structural modelling ontology is a basis for defining models consisting of so called
structural objects, their terminals, and connections between these terminals. The ontology
supports hierarchical decomposition of models by terminal mappings between different
hierarchy levels, i.e. having entities with substructure, as is shown in Figure 5.4. Most of
the other ontologies developed during this work are in some ways based on the structural
modelling ontology.
In summary, the goal of this ontology is twofold: firstly to provide an abstraction for
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connecting entities and secondly to provide a mechanism for hierarchical decomposition
of entities.

Figure 5.4: An abstract example illustrating the use of structural modelling ontology
showing all four elements of the ontology: structural objects, terminals, terminal connections and terminal mappings.

5.1.3

Flowsheet Diagramming Ontology

Flowsheet diagrams are used to describe a process for the process engineer. Most importantly flowsheet diagrams define the topology of the flowsheet rather than containing accurate geometric representations. Generally flowsheets contain symbolic representations
of flowsheet elements and connections, also known as flow lines, to define the topology,
i.e. how the symbolic elements are attached to each other. With these descriptions, flowsheet diagrams can be seen as structural models with structural objects and terminals.
Here are the most central types of the ontology:
• A diagram is a structural object that consists of symbols and connections.
• A symbol is a structural object type that has a two-dimensional graphical representation. Symbols are instantiated as a part of diagrams. A symbol can have connection points. Graphical representations are created according to the Vector Graphics
ontology.
• A connection point is a terminal with a graphical representation.
• A connection is a structural object that creates topology between symbols by connecting connection points together. A connection is a network of connection branches
to enable branching of connection lines instead of always connecting two connection points. Connections also consist of connection points that need to be added
when a connection is branched.
• A connection branch is the most basic part of a connection that connects two connection points.
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Symbols and connection points need to be positioned on diagrams. The transform property from Vector Graphics ontology is used for this purpose. Connection points are positioned relative to the symbol. Figure 5.5 shows two examples of simple diagrams with
the above entities highlighted. The reason for the possibility of more than one branches
in a connection derives from PFD’s and P&ID’s. Pipes or flows are generally represented
with lines, such as the connections discussed here. Sometimes these flowlines are split or
merged together simply by connecting lines to each other which this ontology supports
inside a single connection. It should be noted that for the user the same effect could be
produced without multi-branch connections by instantiating new symbols and connections on-demand when the user attempts to branch a connection.
Connection
Connection
Branch

Connection
Connection
Branch

Symbol
Symbol

Connection
Branch

Symbol

Symbol
Connection
Branch

Symbol

Connection
Point

Figure 5.5: The basic model of a flowsheet diagram consisting of symbols and connections (left) along with an example of a connection with multiple branches (right).

The flowsheet diagramming ontology only defines abstract symbol types which cannot
be used in diagrams. Any concrete symbols with actual graphics need to be defined in
domain-specific ontologies.

5.1.4

Domain-specific Flowsheet Diagramming Ontologies

Domain-specific flowsheet diagramming ontologies are basically about customizing the
diagram and symbol types by inheritance. Connection points also use symbols as their
graphical representation, and therefore they too can be customized in this manner. Connections and connection branches can be customized by giving each their own style properties or by using a shared style. With these mechanisms, diagrams, symbols, editors, and
tools can be customized or a given domain.
As described in section 4.4, domain-specific flowsheet diagramming ontologies are to be
bundled with plug-ins that also contain the code for the customised editors and tools
using the domain-specific ontologies. The ontologies and code go pretty much hand in
hand, i.e. where one ontology extends another, the corresponding code also extends the
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other.

5.1.5

Ontology Mappings

The basic idea of ontology mapping was outlined in subsection 2.1.2. In the context
of ProConf ontology mappings are created manually by domain experts. They utilize
a simple mapping framework which allows the creation of Java code rules. Rules are
executed during write transactions when performed graph data changes match the conditions specified by a rule.
Creating a mapping between two ontologies requires the creation of another, so called
mapping ontology, which need to define everything necessary to make the mapping work.
In our current cases these include:
• Specialised mapping relation types, which are used by the mapping framework to
relate mapped entities.
• Correspondences between structural objects and their terminals (see next section).
The main purpose of separate mapping ontologies is to promote the extensibility of ontologies as described in subsection 2.1.3. They should create a “bridge” on top of the
mapped ontologies. In other words the bridging definitions need to be kept in the mapping ontology and out of the mapped ontologies (see Figure 5.6). This separation of
models also bears resemblance to the approach of GMF (see subsection 2.2.2).

Structural Model Mapping Ontology
Recall that structural models consist of structural objects and their terminals. The purpose of structural model mapping ontology is to provide a method for defining how the
terminals of two corresponding structural objects correspond to one another (Figure 5.7).
This is done by using a Mapping Context to bind two structural objects. To this mapping
context, multiple Terminal Mapping Contexts are attached which create a correspondence
between two terminals in the given context. Obviously this is a very simple mechanism,
only suitable for defining one-to-one correspondences between structural objects. Still,
it succeeds well in doing exactly that while at the same time keeping the mapping data
separate from the mapped ontologies. The reason for covering this ontology is in the case
created for demonstrating the results of this work. Structural type mappings are needed
for the related ontologies to perform the instance side ontology mapping.
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A-B
Mapping Ontology

«uses »

«uses »

«uses »

Ontology A

«uses »

Ontology B

«uses »

Upper Ontologies
Upper Ontologies
Upper Ontologies

Figure 5.6: An abstract example of ontology dependencies when creating a mapping
between two ontologies, A and B. The mapping ontology creates a bridge between A
and B without imposing dependencies between them.

in A -B mapping ontology
Mapping
Context

Terminal
Mapping
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Structural
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Terminal
Mapping
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Structural
Object B
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Figure 5.7: An example of mapping two structural objects. A mapping context bridges
structural objects with the correspondences of their terminals are in turn bridged by
related terminal mapping contexts.
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Symbol Design

Designing graphical symbols involves constructing a hierarchy of graphics nodes for the
symbol and adding styling properties to these nodes, according to the vector graphics
ontology. This information can be used to create a static model for the renderer. SVG animations allow the creation of timed animations, which can be used to create preset animations which should be performed automatically by the SVG rendering engine. Although
this would provide for a more dynamic rendering model, preset animations are not really
useful when animation parameters are being created by a dynamic process, such as simulation or user interaction. Therefore externally modifying the rendering model seems
to be a suitable approach for animation in these cases. SVG’s internal animation facilities
can still be utilized e.g. for viewing or exporting animations of completed simulation
runs.

5.2.1

Parametrisation

Symbol parametrisation is a mechanism for parametrising the graphics of a symbol with
a set of named parameters pi = (name, value). The purpose of the parameters is to make
the symbol animatable by animating the parameter values. Ideally the parametrisations
should be designed in such a way that the parameters correspond to some internal state
or functionality that the symbols try to express. The parametrisations should also make
it possible for the user to intuitively associate the parameter value changes with changes
in the visual appearance of the symbol.
An example is a parameter (size, 1) which could be used for scaling a symbol in a custom
way. Another example is a symbol that needs to express its internal chemical state, such
as a pH value. The pH value could be associated with a general colour parameter of the
symbol, effectively hinting the user of what is going on. An example of a tank symbol
with three parameters is shown in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: An example of a tank symbol with 3 parameters: height, radius and fill
level.
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Notice that in order to visualise anything inside a domain model, values from that model
are needed. For example, a symbol does not automatically know that it is supposed to
use a pH value from this model as an input for defining its colour parameter — it has
to be told so by the visualisation developer who adds visualisation capabilities to the
symbol.
One more thing to note about this approach is that it can be used to create highly customizable parametrisations if necessary. As noted before, the rendering model of a symbol can be initialized from a hierarchy of graphics nodes with styling in the graph. In
this case the most simple way to parametrise is to map the parameter values to attributes
of the SVG rendering model elements. Yet, with this mechanism, one could dynamically
create a complex rendering model without ever creating a graphics node model in the
graph. The problem with this approach is that one cannot create relations in the graph
model to the graphics node hierarchy of the symbol since it does not exist.

5.3

Diagram Typing

Diagrams are typed in order to customize things related to them. Typing means the
creation of a new diagram type which is inherited from the base type Diagram or its
subtype. This creates a context for customization or extension. At least the following
components can benefit from the typing:
Extension points Eclipse extension points can use a diagram type URI to be associated
with it. Although there currently are no extension points which do so, several can
be devised in the future.
Editors In the Eclipse environment editors often need to be customised for specialised
inputs which in this case are different diagram types. Diagram editors are associated with a set of tools that can also be customised and extended for each diagram
type.
Symbols Symbols or symbol libraries can be attached to diagram types in order to associate them to be usable with those particular diagram types.
Ontology mappings Ontology mappings are rules made of custom pieces of code that
transform instances of one ontology into instances of another ontology. The mappings do their work based on types and therefore the context created by the diagram type is necessary to be able to perform the correct mappings for each diagram.

Chapter 6

Implementation
In justifying the implementation choices that have been made, it is beneficial to review
the primary objectives of this thesis, originally introduced in section 1.2. The objectives
have been rephrased to reflect the terminology used in the implementation environment.
• Define ontologies for graphics and diagrams.
• Create a framework for creating extensible graphical editors in the Simantics environment.
• Create concrete tools for editing flowsheet-type diagrams.
• Define proof-of-concept ontology mappings between a domain-specific diagram
ontology and an information model ontology.

6.1

Ontology Design

Defining the initial graphics and diagramming ontologies served as a starting point for
the whole development process. They were vital for initiating the development of concrete tools. Another good reason to start off with these ontologies is that they should be
kept free of any binding to specific graphics frameworks.
The domain information ontologies were created later on as a test case for modelling
multi-phase chemical systems in pulp bleaching processes.
Work on the ontology mappings could naturally proceed only after the graphics and
domain information ontologies reached some point of stability.
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Graphical Editing Framework

The design of the graphical editing framework design has been left slightly into the background although it is an important factor regarding the future of this work. In the beginning of the work, the main delaying issue was the choice of the graphics framework
to be used. After that, little by little, the graphics framework has been constructed and
extracted from existing code into what is described in the following sections.

6.2.1

Supporting Technologies

Widget Toolkits
As already explained in chapter 4 the user interfaces are based on Eclipse RCP. Eclipse
natively uses a widget toolkit called SWT (Standard Widget Toolkit) for all UI purposes.
Standard Java offers the AWT (Abstract Window Toolkit) and its lightweight companion
Swing for the same purposes.
SWT differs from standard Java AWT in that it uses the native widgets in its implementation for each supported platform in an attempt to maximally preserve the native UI look
and feel that users are used to. AWT and Swing in turn strive for a unified look and feel
on every supported platform.
Another key difference between SWT and AWT is in rendering model versatility. The
Java2D API of AWT supports porter-duff image compositing (subsection 2.2.1) while
SWT does not. This heavily affects the choice of supporting graphics technologies.
The problem is that one cannot use AWT components in an SWT application completely
transparently or vice versa. SWT provides a bridging mechanism for embedding AWT
components inside an SWT widget. Performance-wise this seems to be the best solution
for integration at the moment.
One annoyance resulting from the mixed use of both toolkits is more complex synchronisation. Both toolkits apply single-threaded rendering, naturally each in its own thread.
This means that the programmer needs to be careful not to introduce race conditions in
concurrent UI event handling.
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Batik
The two most promising graphics toolkit contenders seemed to be Batik and GEF at the
moment of choice. The decision boiled down to a trade-off between two features: rendering model versatility and amount of reusable framework available.
For rendering model versatility, Java2D (AWT) based Batik wins over the Draw2D (SWT)
based GEF. Lately Java2D has also seen promising developments on the hardware acceleration front, giving more rendering performance and enabling rather nifty 2D and 3D
graphics interoperability with OpenGL.
GEF was the strongest contender for a featureful graphical editing framework that could
be put to use in the Simantics environment. GMF was not considered an option due to
its close ties with the Ecore meta meta model. GEF has many desirable qualities such
as general maturity, good support, seamless integration with Eclipse, and naturally, the
included editing framework. The only negative thing was the fact that it is currently tied
to SWT.
In the end, despite the SWT/AWT integration burden, Batik was chosen as the toolkit for
this work. It’s backend, Java2D, was a major contributor to this decision. This means that
the a graphical editing framework needs to be created on top of the graph data model,
Java2D and Batik.
Graph Data Access
Graph data access and manipulation facilities are provided by the Simantics environment. Ultimately all graph data access by kernel developers happens through two interfaces called Graph and Resource. A Graph is used for getting a hold of Resource instances
which refer to a single resource in the graph. Resources are used for reading and manipulating the graph. Ontologies are used to generate so called stubs, which operate on
top of the previous interfaces and provide an easier method for manipulating the graph
as specified by ontologies. Stubs are generated based on restrictions defined for types in
ontologies.

6.2.2

Dissection of the Framework

The framework can be divided into several seemingly separate pieces, in the end forming
the basis of the editing framework.
The main goal here is to shed some light on the interfaces and vital implementations to
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give the reader a hint of how to create graphical editors in the Simantics environment.
The framework can be separated into the following conceptual parts:
• User interface components, i.e. canvases
• Customisation of painting
• Integrating SVG into the canvas:
– for specifying a runtime graphics model, i.e. DOM
– for rendering that model
– for interacting with that model
• Interacting with the canvas (interactors, tools)
• Bringing all of this together as an editor of a single domain
Each component is briefly reviewed with accompanying UML diagrams in the following.
Note that the UML diagrams do not contain all details about available operations, only
the most relevant ones.

Canvases
One of the first things needed for graphical editing is a canvas to render on. Java2D was
decided to become the 2D rendering API in this framework. Therefore AWT components
need to be used in order to harness the performance advantage of direct rendering. Also
the canvas needs to be embedded into ProConf which is inherently an SWT application.
There are two important coordinate spaces used in this kind of rendering. The first one is
the so called user coordinate space wherein the positions and orientations of all renderable
objects are defined. User space is inherently infinite. It is limited only by the precision
and size of floating-point numbers. The other one is the device coordinate space or canvas
space. Device refers to the output medium at hand, which may be for example the display
device or a printer. In any case, during rendering the transformation from user space to
device space must be performed. It boils down to transforming an area of user space into
an area on the output device, such as a rectangular window on a display. As the device
space is used for presenting a portion of user space, it is always limited. Naturally any
concrete display device is also ultimately limited. See Figure 6.1 for an illustration of the
coordinate spaces.
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Figure 6.1: Coordinate spaces in 2D rendering. Colored area in device space represents the display device area.

Figure 6.2 shows the interfaces used for the created canvases and other closely related listener interfaces. The purpose of the IVectorCanvas interface is to offer only the most basic
functionality, i.e. the possibility to manage painting of the canvas (IPainterManager) and
to control the user space area shown by the canvas. ISVGCanvas extends IVectorCanvas
to add support for viewing SVG.
«interface»
CanvasDisposeListener
+disposed (in canvas : IVectorCanvas )

«interface»
IVectorCanvas
+getHeight () : int
+getPainterManager () : IPainterManager
+getViewbox () : Rectangle 2D
+getWidth () : int
+repaint ()
+setViewbox (in box : Rectangle 2D)
«extends»

«interface»
ISVGCanvas

«interface»
CanvasChangeListener
+viewboxChanged (in event : ViewboxEvent )
+canvasResized (in event : ResizeEvent )
«interface»
IPainterManager
«interface»
SVGDocumentListener
+loadingStarted ()
+loadingCompleted ()

Figure 6.2: User interface canvas component interfaces.

Figure 6.3 shows the current corresponding implementations for these canvases. They
are used in the construction of graphical editors inside an Eclipse RCP application.
Customised Painting
A rendering canvas is not very useful if one cannot paint on it. Therefore the previously
introduced IVectorCanvas interface offers an IPainterManager (see Figure 6.4). This interface allows the user to manage a set of IPainter instances, which can perform arbitrary
painting using Java2D’s Graphics2D API. The painters can be added to the canvas either
as underlays or overlays. The only difference between these is that underlays are applied
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org .eclipse .swt .widgets ::Composite

SWTAWTComponent

VectorCanvas

AbstractVectorCanvas

IVectorCanvas

SVGCanvas

ISVGCanvas

Figure 6.3: Canvas component implementations.

before overlays.
«interface»
IPainterManager
+addPainterListener (in l : IPainterListener )
+addOverlay (in painter : IPainter )
+addUnderlay (in painter : IPainter )
+removePainterListener (in l : IPainterListener )
+removeOverlay (in painter : IPainter )
+removeUnderlay (in painter : IPainter )

«interface»
IPainter
+paint (in g2d : Graphics 2D)
PainterManager

*
1
1
*

«interface»
IPainterListener
+overlayAdded (in p : IPainter )
+overlayRemoved (in p : IPainter )
+underlayAdded (in p : IPainter )
+underlayRemoved (in p : IPainter )

Figure 6.4: Canvas painting customisation interfaces.

Integrating SVG
Graphical editing frameworks are generally based on some kind of MVC architecture
as stated in subsection 2.2.2. It is very common for the view and the controller to also
have its own runtime data model. The essential idea behind integrating SVG and Batik
into this framework is to exploit Batik’s data models and interfaces (DOM, GVT) in the
implementation of the data models for the controllers and views. Figure 6.5 illustrates
the idea.
Batik is integrated into the ISVGCanvas and its implementation SVGCanvas as a painting layer between the underlays and overlays mentioned previously. Whereas the customisable IPainter layers require programming to be customised, the SVG layer provides
a data-driven alternative for painting customisation through a well defined structure.
Batik’s own JSVGCanvas is built for showing a single SVGDocument at a time. SVGDocument is the SVG extension for the standard DOM Document interface.
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Figure 6.5: An MVC view of the integration of SVG and Batik into the Simantics
graphical editing framework. The arrows represent program control flows between
the components.

The following abstractions were created to support this integration:
SVG Context The interfaces ISVGContext and ISVGContextProvider play a vital role in
the integration work. Essentially, ISVGContext contains a single SVGDocument.
ISVGContextProvider is used for synchronised distribution of a single SVGContext
to several parties. This is accomplished allowing interested parties to use context
change listeners (SVGContextProviderListener) to commence necessary updates at
context changes. One example of such a party is SVGCanvas. It is always initialised
by attaching to a specified ISVGContextProvider. This effectively removes the need
for separate management of the SVG context of the canvas by relying on the context
change listeners to do their job. Figure 6.6 illustrates these interfaces.
«interface»
ISVGContextProvider
+getContext () : ISVGContext
+setContext (in context : ISVGContext )

«interface»
SVGContextProviderListener
+contextChanged (in event : SVGContextChangeEvent

)

1
1
«interface»
ISVGContext
+getDocument () : SVGDocument
+getLayerManager () : ISVGLayerManager

«interface»
org .w3c.dom .svg ::SVGDocument
1

1

Figure 6.6: The SVG context abstraction illustrated.

SVG Layering While IPainterManager provided a way for layering programmatically
customisable painters, SVG also inherently provides this option in a data-driven
way. SVG layering can be done simply by using non-rendering group elements
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(<g>) as root elements of each layer. Ordering of layers is then only a matter of
ordering the group elements representing layers. The ISVGLayerManager interface
offered by ISVGContext is simply an abstraction for obtaining and controlling the
layer elements through a ISVGLayer interface. Another purpose of the manager is
to control the active SVG layer, which marks the layer used for editing at any given
moment. ISVGLayerListeners can also be attached to the ISVGLayerManager to listen to changes in the layer structure. Figure 6.7 illustrates these interfaces.

«interface»
ISVGLayerManager
+appendLayer (in layerId : String )
+insertLayer (in layerId : String , in beforeLayer : ISVGLayer )
+removeLayer (in layer : ISVGLayer )
+getLayers () : ISVGLayer []
+getActiveLayer () : ISVGLayer
+setActiveLayer () : ISVGLayer

«interface»
ISVGLayer
+isVisible()
+lower ()
+raise ()
+setVisible ()

«interface»
ISVGLayerListener
+activeLayerChanged ()
+layerAdded ()
+layerRemoved ()
+layerReplaced ()

Figure 6.7: The SVG layering abstraction illustrated.

Canvas Interaction
All user interaction produces UI events that need to be interpreted as the intent of the
user. For this framework canvas interaction has been separated into two categories:
modal interactors and tools. Both are considered interactors in the sense that their purpose is to react to user input.
A modal interaction is one that is started by some user input combination after which the
modal interactor will consume all user input until the end of the interaction is triggered.
They are well suited for simple interaction tasks, such as panning or zooming the current
view of the canvas.
Tools on the other hand are more closely related to edit domains and editors. An edit
domain serves the purpose of managing and distributing the state of an editor instance.
This includes the current input of the editor, i.e. the resource that is being edited, and the
currently active tool. Only one tool can be active at any moment. The main difference between tools and modal interactors is that modal interactors have input precedence over
tools once they get triggered. One final piece in the tool puzzle is the ToolDelegateLis-
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tener which listens to the actual UI events and delegates them to the correct receiver at
all times. See Figure 6.8 for an illustration of the described components.
*

«interface»
IModalInteractor

1
ToolDelegateListener

«extends»

«interface»
IVectorCanvas

«interface»
ICanvasInteractor
«extends»
«interface»
ITool

1

1
EditDomain

Listens to all UI events of a
canvas and delegates them
to a modal interactor or the
active tool .

+active tool

Figure 6.8: Interfaces and classes related to canvas interaction.

Editors
At this point constructing a graphical editor remains a matter of putting the introduced
pieces together. Take a canvas of your choice and possibly add decorators such as a
ruler. If using SVG, implement an SVG context provider for the editor. Create a new
EditDomain for the current editor input. Attach a ToolDelegateListener to the editor and
the EditDomain and the canvas. Finally register any necessary modal interactors and
tools.
This dissection has focused mainly on introducing interfaces. For many of these interfaces, abstract implementations and different helpers have been created, which are intended to be extended and used instead of reimplementing the interfaces fully.

6.3

Flowsheet Editors

Two editors needed to be created for flowsheeting. The first one is a symbol editor which
is used for define symbols according to the ontologies defined in subsection 5.1.1 and
subsection 5.1.3. The second one is a diagram editor that uses defined symbols to construct
diagrams according to the ontology defined in subsection 5.1.3. Both editors have been
built on top of Eclipse APIs and the graphical editing framework components previously
described. Both editors also provide a simple zoom-level adaptive grid which can be
used for grid snapping in editing activities.
As described in section 4.1 using the Eclipse Workbench UI forces the use of certain UI
concepts. The flowsheet tools have been implemented as editor extensions along with
multiple view extensions to support them. Separate perspective extensions have been
created for both symbol and diagram modelling tools in an attempt to support more
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natural user workflow.

6.3.1

Symbol Editor

The purpose of the symbol editor is to support use cases of library developers, particularly the symbol library and visualisation developers. Basically symbol editing is about
constructing and manipulating a hierarchy of graphical primitives to become an illustration of something that needs to be represented in 2D, such as process components.
The editor is uses for editing a single symbol at a time. The tasks of creating and managing libraries of symbols are supported by ProConf’s ontology development environment.
Figure 6.9 shows an example of the symbol editing environment.

Figure 6.9: Washer process component symbol editing with the symbol editor. On the
left is the Ontology Explorer tree view used for library creation and management. In
the middle is the symbol editor along with an outline view of the editor contents on
the right. At the bottom is the property view for editing different properties of the
current selection.

Defining Graphics
Ideally defining graphics for symbols should closely resemble the use of a quality vector
graphics editor. The user should be able to define and composite graphical primitives
graphically, without worrying about the details of how these primitives are actually defined. Realistically speaking, creating such an editor is no small task.
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The current implementation is still in its infancy but can nevertheless be used for constructing hierarchies of graphics nodes. Graphical primitives can be transformed graphically and their style properties can be edited via property views. The lack of graphical
primitive specific editing tools is probably the biggest weakness at the moment. Because
of this the symbol developer often has to resort to using the ontology explorer tree to edit
the properties of the graphical primitives to construct the graphics. The styling properties
of graphical primitives can be edited with special property views as seen in Figure 6.9.

Composition of Graphics
In this work image space composition of graphical primitives has been considered useful
for creating good looking and intuitive visualisations for symbols. Most importantly, it
allows clipping the rendering of any graphical element to any other graphical element,
regardless the geometric complexity of the graphical elements. The performance of composition should only depend on the amount of image space covered by the rendered
output. Sadly, although Batik was tested to support the necessary mechanisms, there
was no time to implement these features.

Symbol Parametrization
Symbol parameterisation is implemented by associating Java code to a symbol that performs the mapping from its named parameters to the graphics nodes of the rendering
model. The implementation takes advantage of the JDT (Java Development Tools) bundled with the Eclipse SDK to facilitate user friendly Java code editing.
In this implementationm symbol parametrisation has been seen as a mechanism for supporting the definition of visualisation capabilities for symbols. The idea is simple and
seemingly powerful but there are difficulties involved. The main challenges lie in supporting simultaneous programmability and graphical editing of the symbols. If the visualisation developer is allowed completely unrestricted programmability in parametrisation, it can become very difficult to support graphical editing. These challenges are highly
analogous to the ones encountered in existing UI design software where a designer uses
graphical tools to define UI layout and programming tools to define UI functionality
simultaneously. The problems arise from the fact that both tools edit the same model,
i.e. the code that constructs the UI. Typically, when the UI code gets more complex or
no longer conforms to the format automatically constructed by the graphical tools, the
graphical tools stop working properly.
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Diagram Editor

The implemented diagram editor supports the general editing traits of diagram models constructed according to the flowsheet diagramming ontology introduced in subsection 5.1.3.
The diagram editor allows adding symbols on a diagram by instantiating them. Symbols
can also be removed in which case any connections attached to the connection points
of the removed symbol are detached. Symbols can be graphically positioned and oriented on the diagram. Connections can be added by drawing a continuous line segment
between two connection points, i.e. terminals. Only single-branch connections are supported since multi-branches connections were not a top priority feature and would have
only introduced unnecessary complexity. Connections can also be removed which detaches possible terminal connections at both ends. Connections can currently only be
manipulated by editing the segmentation and the corner points of a connection line.
Detaching and reattaching existing connections is not supported although it would be
useful. At the moment changing connecting connectivity implies removing the original
connection and adding a new one. Figure 6.10 shows an example diagram constructed
with the these tools.

Figure 6.10: The internals of a washer created with the diagram editor.

Configuring a Domain Model Graphically
As gathered in subsection 5.1.5, a central idea in this environment is that the logic of
configuring domain models graphically should not be coupled to the user interface code.
Instead, the logic should be implemented in ontology mappings, effectively bridging
the graphics and domain models. In this implementation and the chemical multiphase
modelling test case this objective was achieved. The graphical modelling tools are being
used unmodified, with the exception of adding a button for enabling the mapping. After
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that the topology of the domain model is configured along with the graphical diagram
model. Figure 6.11 shows an example of the model configuration user interface built for
the proof-of-concept mapping case.

Figure 6.11: Editing a bleaching process diagram with an application specific diagram
editor. Two tree views on the left are showing structure of both the domain model
(top) and the diagram model (bottom). The symbol library view at the bottom is used
by the modeller to add new symbols to the diagram.

Configuring Monitors and Trends
Monitors and trends are important features for supporting graphical visualisation of simulation results. Sadly support for these features was not finished in time to be included
in this thesis work.
Textual monitors could have been easily implemented using symbol parametrisation and
text flow functionality provided by Batik. Unfortunately these text facilities were discovered too late in the development process.

Chapter 7

Results and Evaluation
Looking back to the beginning of this work, the main set objectives can still be considered
realistically implementable in the given timeframe. In the end, most goals were achieved
up to a certain level and some were left as future research. In the following sections,
the different aspects of this work are evaluated and criticised by subjective assessment of
the author and with regard to requirements and viability for real-world applications. In
section 7.1 the results are evaluated from the point of view of the implemented modelling
case. In section 7.2 the created domain ontologies are analysed from a more general point
of view. Finally section 7.3 briefly analyses the ontology-based modelling approach as a
whole.

7.1

CASE: Flowsheet modelling of a multi-phase chemical process

The implemented tools and mapping mechanisms were put to the test in a proof-ofconcept use case involving modelling and simulation of a pulp bleaching process using
structural modelling methods, including hierarchical decomposition. Pulp bleaching is a
part of a fiber line in pulp mills. Its purpose is to improve the brightness and cleanliness
of the pulp by removing residual lignin from it. The case involved integrating an inhouse steady-state simulator which includes balancing both mass flow and multi-phase
chemical state, developed as part of a project called Vista [BLH+ ]. This simulation engine
was integrated into the Simantics environment as an extension client.
The test case required the definition of multiple ontologies for specifying the symbols
used for diagramming, the simulator domain model and the mapping between these
75
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two. These ontologies are considered application ontologies and are thus not defined
with reusability in mind.
Vista Diagramming ontology is extended from the Flowsheet Diagramming ontology
to contain the diagramming-related customisations required for the case. It includes the Vista Diagram type for allowing UI customisation based on the diagram type and all the needed symbols, such as Mixer, Splitter, Washer and Bleacher.
Some of these symbols can be seen in Figures 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11.
Flowsheet ontology contains base concepts for modelling flowsheets consisting of flowsheet objects, such as units, their terminals, and streams which are used to connect
the units by their terminals. These concepts are extended from structural modelling
ontology.
Multi-phase Chemistry ontology defines the basic properties related to describing multiphase chemical state. A Multi-phase System consists of several phases which in turn
consist of several species, i.e. the components of matter in a particular phase.
Vista ontology brings the flowsheet and multi-phase chemistry ontologies together to
define the simulation model concepts corresponding to the created symbols, i.e.
Mixer, Splitter, Washer, and so on. These are the concepts based on which the simulation engine builds its internal calculation structures. The ontology also defines
additional phases and species for a case-specific Vista Multi-phase System property
type.
Vista Mapping ontology As specified in subsection 5.1.5, this ontology bridges the Vista
Diagramming ontology and the Vista ontology to enable graphical modelling of
Vista simulation models.
For modelling and the involved ontology mapping, this approach can be said to work
as planned. The only mandatory customisation for the diagram editor was a mechanism (i.e. a button) for enabling the ontology mapping for an edited diagram. The
customised code for performing the mapping was not implemented rigorously and completely enough to be able to keep the simulation model in sync with the graphics at all
times. Another thing to note is that these mappings are not bidirectional as there was no
real need for that with these ontologies. Anyhow, these deficiencies are mostly due to
programmer sloppiness, not the mapping mechanism itself.
Another addition to the diagram editor was the ability to show the properties of the
simulation model from the diagram. All the Vista simulation model properties are contained in the streams that connect the flowsheet objects. Since diagram connections were
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mapped to these streams, the simulation model properties can easily be shown in an
Ontology Explorer tree by selecting a particular connection on a diagram.
The biggest problems with this particular mapping implementation are concerned with
model reuse and scalability. Model reuse comes into play along with hierarchical modelling. In this test case, the bleaching process was modelled on two levels: the top
level, i.e. the bleaching process, and the lower level, i.e. the internals of a Washer and a
Bleacher. For example, a bottom-up modelling process should work as follows:
1. The model configurator creates a new diagram, Washer, and enables mapping. He
uses the Splitter, Mixer and Input/Output symbols to construct the internals of a
Washer as to form what is shown in Figure 6.10. The Washer diagram therefore
contains both, the diagram model and the mapped simulation model.
2. The model configurator makes this diagram a possible subdiagram of the Washer
symbol which is shown in Figure 6.9. This allows the modeller to use the single
Washer symbol as an abstraction for the whole underlying washer model. Another
way to think of this situation is to consider the Washer internals diagram as a type
and instances of the Washer symbol as an instance of that type — as if one possible
template was given for the Washer.
3. The model configurator creates a new diagram and enables mapping for it. He
adds a Washer symbol onto that diagram. This is where the hierachical modelling
comes into play and there are several alternatives for what can happen. The most
ideal scenario would seem to be having copy-on-write semantics for this shared
diagram. This means that at first all Washer symbol instances should share the
washer’s internal structure, i.e. the diagram and the mapped simulation model. If
that shared diagram is modified, all symbol instances sharing it are affected. At
some point a configurator may want to customise the internal structure of a certain
Washer symbol instance. This implies that the system cannot modify the shared
version of the Washer internals diagram, but a copy has to be made to which the
modifications should be made.
However, reality is more complicated than the above. Although the underlying Washer
diagram model could in principle be shared among multiple Washer symbol instances,
the mapped simulation model cannot be shared. This is because from point of view of the
simulation engine, the property values of the internal simulation model of each Washer
need to be separate although the simulation model topology can remain the same. Sadly,
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achieving this with the current modelling conventions is rather difficult. So far no real solution for this has been devised. The only thing that could be done within the timeframe
of this thesis was to resort to cloning everything, immediately when a new symbol with
substructure is instantiated. An obvious drawback is that massive amounts of triples get
generated very quickly. Another one is that editing of shared substructure diagrams is
not possible.
Although support for generating the simulation model through mappings was achieved
and the simulation engine was integrated, integrating the simulation results back to the
diagram model for visualisation purposes was left as future work. Therefore the visualisation developer’s use case of defining “visualisation capabilities” by mapping simulation model property values back to symbol parameters is not supported.

7.1.1

Scalability

Scalability problems in mapping-enabled diagram modelling arise from the very large
number of triples generated already with very small models. There are multiple underlying reasons for this bloating behaviour. The first one is of course the cloning mechanism
described above, which creates massive amounts of data by doing theoretically unnecessary cloning purely for making the mapping implementation easier. The other reasons for
bloat are ontology-related. Currently the definitions of certain property types in certain
ontologies generate most of the triples both in the diagram and the simulation model.
Recall that the Vista ontology contained the “Vista Multi-phase System” property type.
It describes a case-specific chemical state as a composite property with three phases and
several species in each phase, which makes instances of this property type very large. Its
instances contribute to approximately 90 − 95% of all data in the simulation model. The
other bloating culprit is the Transform property defined by the Vector Graphics ontology.
A more detailed and precise analysis of it is presented in section 7.2. Table 7.1 shows
the amount of triples generated by modelling the internal Washer structure diagram and
also the amount of triples generated by the bleaching process diagram and simulation
model. The simulation model seems to be taking almost 80% of the whole triple mass.
Combining this observation with the 90 − 95% property percentage above shows that
over 70% of the whole data mass is in the simulation model property structures. Emphasising that the case model is still really small, this is a clear indication that optimisation
work remains to be done.
Since the simulation result visualisation use cases were not implemented, it’s hard to say
anything conclusive about the real-time visualisation performance of the diagramming
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Table 7.1: The amount of triples and literals created during mapping-enabled diagramming.

Model

# Triples

# Literals

Washer simulation model

13525

(79%)

1923

(78%)

Washer diagram model

3501

(21%)

537

(22%)

Washer total

17026

2460

Whole Bleaching Process model

83837

12198

framework or the viability of the symbol parametrisation mechanism.

7.1.2

Usability

The importance of usability and good looks of the graphical editing tools cannot be underestimated. As already stated in subsection 6.3.1 the symbol editor is far from realworld usability, mainly because the integration of parametrisation into symbol modelling
was more difficult than was originally anticipated. The diagram editor in turn is most
importantly missing different kinds of snapping mechanisms, such as ruler guidelines or
geometry-based snapping. The connection manipulation mechanisms could really use
different kinds of auto-routing facilities to streamline the editing process.

7.1.3

Case Conclusions

Based on the previous evidence, this implementation as such is not really viable for realworld use. The positive thing is that the ontology mapping does its job pretty much as
planned while remaining transparent to the user although UI usability can still be greatly
improved. There are multiple areas of improvement with regard to do with making the
produced models more compact. Firstly, the related ontologies need to lose some weight.
Secondly, the mechanisms and methods for hierarchical modelling must be developed
further to enable better reuse of models. Finally, mechanisms and methods for allowing
sharing of simulation model topology are key to this desired weight loss.
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Ontologies

The ontologies used in this thesis have been mostly defined with the principle of lowhanging fruit in mind. This means attention has been paid to defining only concepts that
have been mandatory for satisfying requirements or easy to include.
Referring to principles defined in subsection 2.1.3, it can be said that all ontologies created
in the Simantics environment contain a certain amount of encoding bias. This bias originates from the way the environment handles identification of resources and also from
the way Layer0 ontology is defined. At this point it is unclear whether our ontologies are
representable in OWL for example, without any modification of semantics.
Naturally bad naming decreases ontology clarity, but currently the largest clarity issues
in the created ontologies arise from the lack of attached documentation. Currently there
is not enough natural language documentation to allow an outsider to easily comprehend
the ontologies. One important deficiency in the current ProConf version is that even if
this documentation is available, it is not utilised at all. Granted, adding documentation
to ontology entities as Layer0 Comment properties does not currently require too much
effort. However this documentation could be made accessible in more immediate ways
than by opening an editor, such as tooltips and descriptive text boxes in selection dialogue boxes. Although this criticism mainly concerns ODE, it applies for other UI’s also.
A major point in having a versatile expressive information model is being able to associate and access useful information where it is needed.
The extendibility of ontologies is worth considering for at least the Vector Graphics (VG)
and Flowsheet Diagramming ontologies (FD). Since VG is a fairly straight-forward ontology which merely defines different 2D shapes and depends on no other ontologies, there
are very few hindrances to its extendibility. Instead the FD ontology contains some clear
flaws due to the legacy reasons. Originally these two ontologies were one and the same,
until they were sliced in two along with the realisation that vector graphics definition and
diagram definition can be considered separate problems. The main flaw is that currently
the FD ontology is bound to using nothing else but the VG ontology. This is because VG
ontology concepts are specifically defined to be used for defining symbol level matters,
more precisely connection points of symbols. There are alternatives which do not include
this particular coupling, thus allowing FD ontology to use alternative forms of graphical
definition for symbols and connection points besides VG. Extendibility is only hindered
incase a person extending FD cannot use VG, so the issue is not really that big. Besides
extendibility, the issue is also related to minimising ontological commitment.
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Generally speaking, minimising ontological commitment is more important when dealing with domain ontologies or general ontologies. Instead, application ontologies are
by nature more customised for a particular purpose and are likely to contain more strict
commitments. The domain ontologies presented in chapter 5 fare quite well in this sense.

7.2.1

Scalability

It is natural for the triple-based graph data model to produce more data than normal
rigidly structured data models. Complete data structures consist of large amounts of
triples that need to be interpreted instead of having a single block of memory carry the
information of that data structure. This is why care needs to be taken not to make ontologies more complex than necessary.
The scalability of diagramming and vector graphics ontologies can generally be considered fairly good, except for one poor devil: the Transform property of the Vector Graphics
ontology. It is not a very complex property per se, it just combines the basic 2D transformations, i.e. translation, rotation with a pivot point and scaling into a composite property. It does so by defining each of these properties separately to preserve the semantics
and values of each transformation type instead of just combining them all using a 3 × 2
affine transformation matrix. This preservation also allows changing the preferred order
of the primitive transformations, if necessary.
Property Of
: Position

Has X
Has Y
Property Of

...

:X

Has Variable

0.0

:Y

Has Variable

0.0

:X

Has Variable

0.0

:Y

Has Variable

0.0

:X

Has Variable

1.0

:Y

Has Variable

1.0

Property Of
Has Position
Property Of

Has Transform
Property Of

Has X
Property Of

: Pivot

Has Pivot

Has Y
Property Of

: Transform
Has Rotation
Property Of

: Rotation
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0.0
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Property Of
Property Of
: Scale

Has X
Has Y
Property Of

Figure 7.1: The amount of triples and literals produced by a single Transform property
instance illustrated.
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Table 7.2: The transform properties’ percentage share of the triples and literals generated by instantiating symbols containing different amounts of connection points.

Ncp (s)

Np (s)

T (s)

L(s)

Ttr (s)

Ltr (s)

tr (s)
p( TT(s)
)

tr (s)
p( LL(s)
)

1

1

95

16

80

14

84%

88%

2

1

139

23

120

21

86%

91%

3

1

183

30

160

28

87%

93%

4

1

227

37

200

35

88%

95%

Figure 7.1 shows what a Transform property looks like as triples and literals. The image
does not show the Instance Of relations attached to each of the resources labeled with
a leading ’:’. By counting these in we find that a single transform property takes a total
of 38 triples and 7 literals (variables) to express plus two triples to attach the transform
property to another resource. Comparing this with a normal programming language
representation which would require a mere 7 ∗ 8 = 56 bytes to represent in doubleprecision floating-point numbers, the amount of data in the graph is greater by over an
order of magnitude.
By extending this analysis into the diagramming ontology, where the Transform property
is used extensively for positioning symbols and connection points, we discover that:
T (s) = 47 + 44Ncp (s) + 4Np (s),
L(s) = 1 + 7(1 + Ncp (s)) + Np (s),
Ttr (s) = 40(1 + Ncp (s)),
Ltr (s) = 7(1 + Ncp (s)),
where T (s) is the amount of triples and L(s) the amount of literals it takes to represent
symbol s. Ttr (s) and Ltr (s) represent the amount of triples and literals needed by the
transform properties in symbol s. Ncp (s) and Np (s) are the amounts of connection points
and parameters in the symbol respectively. Table 7.2 shows that the transform properties
own a major part of the generated data — over 80% and only grows by increasing by the
amount of connection points.
There are multiple ways to reduce this bloat. The first, and also the easiest alternative
would be to change the Vector Graphics ontology to allow the different transform parts
to exist only if necessary (multiplicity [0..1]) instead of requiring that a position, scale,
rotation and pivot always exist (multiplicity 1). Another way would be to take out the
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semantics from the transform property and just model it as a double vector of size 3·2 = 6
to store an affine transform matrix. Yet another way is to again model the property as a
vector of size 7 and store the translation, rotation, pivot, and scale in some agreed and
documented order. One deficiency with the former two approaches is that they make it
impossible to create more references to the translation, scale, and other properties from
outside of the property hierarchy shown in Figure 7.1. Then again, by using a simple
value vector, the amount of triples and literals would be greatly reduced.

7.3

Ontology-based Modelling and Mapping

The taken ontology-based modelling approach, i.e. the graph data model along with
the modelling semantics of Layer0 allows us to describe data in unprecedented ways.
Layer0 defines basic law and order into the otherwise structureless graph by specifying
the most basic modelling conventions. Being able to relate data (resources) to other data
in unlimited ways is really a great source of expressive power despite of the simplicity of
the underlying mechanism (triples).
The basic idea of this ontology-based approach is much the same as in Eclipse’s EMFbased modelling toolkits: a model-driven approach where everything, starting from your
own ontologies (meta models), should be done in a modelling-supported fashion instead
of pure programming. The model-driven approach allows support for model validation,
supporting ontology-based code generation for model processing, and automated generation of user interfaces based on the semantics of ontologies. Most importantly the
employed graph data model allows us to do all modelling of different disciplines in a
single environment. The key distinctive features of the Simantics environment are its
support for versioning of the graph model and its focus on real-time data support, such
as simulation results or real process data.
Being ontology-based is not something that is or should be somehow immediately apparent to the user. The only difference is that if the model is put to proper use, one can
have versatile linkedness between different data models. The user-visible differences or
even enhancements only become apparent when the user interfaces also truly embrace
this data model.
As already stated, we were able to reach the original goal of getting a proof-of-concept
mapping implementation to work. In the future, the main goal will be figuring out ways
to make ontology mapping both easier and more robust by adding syntactic sugar and
helping user interfaces. Syntactic sugar could be added by raising the level of expres-
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sion out of Java code into something more high-level, possibly a Prolog-style declarative
form or even into a specially crafted UI. The current Java code mechanism seems too
complicated for just any kernel developer to be able to comprehend and hold together.
Another area of examination in the future could be spatio-temporal diagramming, which
basically means adding a time-interval of existence into every aspect of diagram modelling. This might prove highly useful in any modelling cases where lifetime issues need
to be considered, such as construction planning or district heating network simulation
over long time periods.

Chapter 8

Conclusions
Currently, in many cases process modelling and simulation still tend to be rather separate modelling disciplines. Semantic integration research is looking for mechanisms to
map models of different domains in both manual and (semi-)automatic fashion but so
far no silver bullet has been discovered. An extreme example of bad data integration is
that often simulation models are manually recreated for simulation software based on
printouts of original designs.
Real-world process design most often involves drawing 2D diagrams, such as P&IDs to
illustrate the process. Computer-assisted diagramming is nothing new under the sun —
it has been done for ages already. Also several intelligent design systems are available
nowadays, which combine different assets into a unified design model, such as diagrams,
geometric 3D models or other documents. This is also nothing new.
The fundamental idea behind the Simantics environment is creating a framework for
the integration of multiple modelling disciplines with a clear focus on real-time data
and simulation support. The desire is to have diagramming tools specifically crafted
for this architecture and the graph data model, without external sanctions or unwanted
compromise. Especially important is the utopia of behaving diagrams which we hope to
achieve in a natural way through real-time data support and symbol parametrisation. So
far the use of visualisation in 2D process simulation has mostly involved use of textual
monitors and trends of selected values. The symbol parametrisation mechanisms created
in this thesis provide groundwork for more advanced visualisation.
The unified data representation and modelling scheme along with the capability for free
association of information can be considered the greatest virtues of the ontology-based
graph data model approach. The graph model is a very fine-grained way of representing
85
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information and therefore also inevitably more computationally intensive than regular
more coarse-grained models. However, with scalable and optimised architectural data
storage solutions and careful ontology modelling, the graph-based ontology approach
seems feasible for real-world applications.
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